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Nlew program lowers self-helo level
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By David W. Wu
MIT plans to introduce a new
self-help program for low-income
students starting next year, according to Director of Admissions Michael C. Behnke and Director of Financial Aid Leonard
V. Gallagher '54.
The MIT Opportunity Awards
Program will enable around 125
students in the lowest income
category to receive grants and
scholarships worth $2500, $2000
or $1500.
The current level of self-help,
which is the amount that students

Harvard Bridge
to undergo $15
million repair

-

are required to obtain through
loans and employment, is $4900.
The self-help level of students receiving grants under this program
would drop to $2400, $2900, or
$3400, depending on the amount
of the award as deterniined by
the Financial Aid Office.
The program has a $1 million
budget, a quarter of which will
be allocated to next year's incoming freshman class, according to
Gallagher.
Upperclassmen will not be eligible for any of the program's
funds because the program is
only an experimental project designed to determine the effect of
increased financial aid on the demographics of MIT, Gallagher
explained. Also, if upperclassmen
were eligible, the program would
cost four times as much in the
beginning, he noted.
TrOdetermine eligibility and the
amount of the award, the Financial Aid Office will subtract parental contributions and the stbdent's own assets, such as

By Wayne W. Wu
The Massachusetts Department
of Public Works will undertake a
two-year, $15 million project to
replace the currently dilapidated
Harvard Bridge, said Scott Pickard, spokesman for the DPW.
Though the plan has been approved by the DPW, reconstruction has yet to begin. "It takes a
By Marcia Smith
long time to comply to the state
The Department of Electrical
and federal regulations involEngineering and Computer Scived," Pickard said.
The current plan calls for the ence will raise research assistant
reconstruction of the entire struc- stipends for students who have
ture above the existing concrete
piers. Funding for the project will
be provided primarily by the federal government.
Earlier concerns that large vehicles such as public buses would
add stress to the weakened bridge
prompted the DPW to undertake
a $1.5 million renovation project
which began last year and was recently completed this summer.
This rehabilitation effort included
the placement of additional steel
beams to reinforce the bridge,
enabling MBTA buses to safely
continue service across the river.
Tech file photo
The Harvard Bridge, built in
1892 as a joint venture between Prof. Arthur C. Smith
the cities of Cambridge and Boston, is owned by the Metropoli- completed the Master of Science
tan District Commission. The degree, according to Arthur C.
current concrete structure was Smith, graduate officer of EECS.
added in 1910 with few major The increase will take effect June
1, 1988.
renovations occurirng since then.
Beginning June 1, 1988, reStructural failure was first notsearch
assistants in the departed in 1983 when an inspection revealed that some of the hangars ment of EECS who have comsupporting the steel girders had pleted the SM degree will receive
deteriorated. At that time, traffic a monthly stipend $100 greater
was restricted to the center two than those with only an SB degree.
lanes.
The pay hike was originally
(Please turn to page 19)
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summer earnings, from the total
cost of tuition, room, and board.
Students who demonstrate the
most need will be eligible. The
grant is renewable each year.
Behnke explained that the purpose of the program is to attract
a greater diversity of students, including those from the lowest income levels. MIT does not want
(Please turn to page 18)
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MIT 'plans$550
mill'ion fund drive

By Thomas T. Huaneg
By 1989, MIT's operating budget is expected to top $1 billion, three
times what it was ten years ago. Even now its day-to-day operating
expenses soak up funds that would otherwise be saved for the longerterm needs of faculty and students. In light of these growing financial
concerns, MIT will announce on Oct. 22 an intensive five-year fundraising drive to double the capital funds normally obtained in that
time-span, according to MIT Corporation Chairman David S. Saxon
'41.
In particular, Institute officials will seek $550 million in contributions from foundations, industry, alumni and others, and they will
concentrate on making a significant portion of that money come as
unrestricted funds - money not tagged for specific purposes. These
unrestricted funds would then be used to increase MIT's endowment
-money
invested to generate future income.
In 1987, only nine percent of gift and Industrial Liaison Program
revenue was made available to be used at the Institute's discretion,
according to the fiscal 1987 financial report released by James J. Culliton, vice president for financial operations.
The vast and unprecedented increase in the capital base, Saxon said,
would be targeted at the core of MIT's needs: faculty support, undergraduate and graduate student financial aid, academic programs, new
research initiatives, and the purchase and upgrade of facilities.
Saxon and Kathryn W. Lombardi, executive assistant to the president, expounded on some of MIT's priorities:
o An increase in faculty support - including more endowed chairs
- will aid MIT in the recruitment of new faculty and the retention of
current faculty. Young professors particularly need support, because
they must often "hit the ground running" in order to come up with
research funding, Lombardi said.
6 MIT will use funds to help professors pursue research that is so
new that industry hesitates to provide funding.
-* With more financial support for students, MIT could lower the
self-help level and continue to attract graduate and undergraduate students regardless of their financial background.
* MIT needs funds to develop such facilities as new graduate housing and a new science complex including biology, physics and applied
biology in the area of 31 Ames Street. Currently, MIT has to use operating revenues to purchase academic plant, according to fhe financial
(Please turn to page 17)

Carnegie gives f 1.1 m for minority" study

Dean Shirley M. McBay

By Susan Seung-Eaun Lee
MIT will embark on a two-year nationwide study
on ways to improve education for underrepresented
minorities, said Dean for Student Affairs Shirley M.
McBay. Backed by a $1.1 million grant from the
Carnegie Corporation, MIT will produce a "Blueprint for Action" report at the close of the study,
she said.
The Blueprint for Action will outline steps to improve minority education. Real results from this effort are not expected for at least a decade, McBay
said. The Bluprint for Action will be distributed to
various leaders and organizations in order to generTech file photo
ate interest and funding for implementing the plan,
McBay added.
McBay said MIT was chosen
for the project because of its
long-term interest in the educaThe department is also concerned about the rising cost of tion of minority students and because it is a strong academic
living in the Cambridge area,
Smith added. "We don't want to base. She said it was not because
of the "Report on the Racial Clihave all of the students getting a
mate at MIT" that the Minority
second job to pay for housing,"
Smith said. "If they do that, it Student Issues Group produced
will take too much away from last year.
their schoolwork."
McBay chaired the 15-member
Palmer does not think that Resource Group that wrote the
many students have a second job. proposal to the Carnegie Corpo"They just live in less nice neigh- ration and that will guide the exborhoods," she commented. "A ecutive director of the project.
raise in pay would help, especial- The Resource Group consisted of
ly since there is so little graduate leaders in education from across
housing now."
the nation.
The EECS department currentInterviews for an executive dily is the only department in the rector are underway, and one
School of Engineering which should be selected by the end of
does not follow the graduate stu- this month, McBay said.
dent stipend guidelines estabIn addition to the executive dilished by Dean of Graduate Stu(Please turn to page 7)
(Please turn to page 17)

EECS raises RA stipends for doctoral students
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proposed in the "Report of the
Committee on the Length of the
SM Program," a committee established in the fall of 1985 to
study ways of decreasing the time
students take to obtain an SM
degree in the EECS department.'
The average time students currently take to complete the SM
degree in MIT's largest department is four and one-half terms
compared to three and one-half
terms twelve years ago, the report
stated. Smith is hoping that "by
raising the salary for doctoral
students, it will be enough incentive to have them complete their
work faster."
Joyce Palmer G, an EECS
graduate student representative
to the Graduate Student Council,
is not sure that increasing stipends is going to help shorten the
time to get the SM degree.
"The students aren't trying to
drag out the time they spend
here," Palmer said. Palmer attributed the length of the SM
program to the amount of experimental work in the department.
"One has to make a proposal
and do the experiment, and if it
works then one has a thesis to
write," she explained. "But if it
doesn't, then one has to try
something else. It can be difficult."
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Asbestos re
By Jinnie Jung
Asbestos - a silicate material
used for insulation and fire prevention - is being removed from
the Student Center, Tang Hall,
and Nabisco Laboratory. The effort is part of an ongoing project
at MIT to remove asbestos from
MIT buildings undergoing renovation, according to Dr. Alan
Ducatman. director of the Environmental Medical Service at
MIT.
Research in the last two decades has revealed that prolonged,
intense exposure to asbestos is
hazardous, leading to various diseases such as asbestosis mesothelioma, and lung cancer.
But the risk of the asbestos at
MIT is "unmeasurably small,"
said Robert Cunkelman, Student
Center renovation project engineer. Asbestos exposure on the
MIT campus is much less hazardous than cigarette smoking, Ducatman added.
Asbestos removal is usually
driven by renovation work because many places in the building
are inaccessible under normal operations of the building, explained Cunkelman. He cited the
asbestos-covered chase, in the
east side of the Student Center,
which was not accessible until the
renovation took place.
Buildings generally contain two
types of asbestos, Cunkelman
(Please turn to page 18)
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Come learn about the practical truths that
Christians Science teaches about God and His children.
Come hear about the laws of good
which govern your life
bringing healing and regeneration.
You are invited to a free public lecture

Tuesday, September 29
at 7:30 pm

Remnants of hu manif
or God's family?
to be given by

Barbara B. Holliday. C.S.*
'M~rs. Holliday is a member of The Christian Science Board of Lectureship,
and a Christian Science practitioner.
sponsored by

First Church of Christ, Scienxtst, Ca

bnridlge

at

The Dante Alighieri Society
41 Hampshire Street, Cambridge
Sarath Krishnaswamy

Prolonged exposure to asbestos has been linked to various
diseases, including lung cancer.

For more information, call the Christian Scienoe Reading Room: 876- 7843.
Child care will be provided and free parking is available.
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An opportunity for informal discussion with technical staff from ATUT's R&D community, including

September 28
3:00-8:00 p.m.
Lobby 13

AXT Bd11 LAwm
AI&V Omnaf SyWm Lamtries
AUT owfi4 Rouach Cftr
SW& Nodonae Idw

s

ATUT's R&D mission isto advance fundamentW research in the physira sciences, material sciences,
communicatioe sciences, infomzation sciences and manuftumg sciences to povide technology
for the world marketplace.
We'd like to talk to students inthe sciences and engineering about our mission. If you have or
are pursuing one or more of the degreeldispline combinations below, or if you just want to talk
about the future, stop by. Even if graduation or employment isn't in your immediate future, wed
still like to meet you.
Is
I

Refreshments will be served.

I
I
i

Zoomobile7
Franklin Park Zoo
Walter D:. Stone Memorial Zoo

._-- AT&
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This space donated by The Tech
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Degree

Course

BS
MS
PhD

VI
III,VI, Vill, XVI, XVIII
1,11,
III,V,VI, Vill, XVI, XVIII, XX
1,11,

i

AT&T is an equal opportunity employer. U.S. citizenship is required for employment at San&s
National Laboratories.
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_lavy transfers Iranian prisoners
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Reagan rejects limits on Persian Gulf
policy
President Reagan yesterday indicated he will not act on
congressional suggestions that limits be placed on US
forces in the Persian Gulf The President said he considers
"this incident as closed." The White House issued a formal reply to calls for implementation of the War Powers
Act. Under that law, Congress has power to bring troops
home sixty days after forces are committed.

Upbeat words from Shultz-Shevardnadze meeting
The US and the Soviet IUnion have agreed to work together to implement a UN resolution calling for a ceasefire in the Iran-Iraq war. That word comes from Secretary
of State George P Shultz PhD '49, who got together with
Soviet Foreign Minister Eduard Shevardnadze in New
Yorkc yesterday. The two also agreed to meet again a
month from now to plan a Washington superpower summit.
But the Soviets have announced no change in their opposition to the US call for a mandatory arms embargo
against Iran.

1,

The Pentagon says the 26 surviving crewmen of an
Iranian ship that was attacked and disabled by US helicopters earlier this week have been transferred to a second
navy ship bound for Oman. They are expected to be
turned over to the Reda Crescent Society, the Islamic
equivalent of the Red Cross.

Gemayel calls on foreign powers to
quit Lebanon
Lebanese President Amin Gemayel said yesterday that
his nation is a "haven for terror.' Speaking before the UN
General Assembly, he asked Israel, Syria, and Iran to take
their troops out of his country. Gemayel's government has
been severely weakened recently. Syria has thousands of
troops in Lebanon, and has become the main power
broker there.

Teen pilot appeals for pardon
The West German teenager sentenced to four years in a
labor camp for landing a light plane on Moscow's Red
Square wants out. The Soviet news agency Tass reports
that Mathias Rust has appealed for a pardon. There's
been some speculation he might win an early release as
Soviet authorities try to rid themselves of the embarrassing case.
11
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Bostonl school system might hire its,
owny bus- drivers
Boston School Superintendent Laval Wilson says he has
an idea for how to get students to school. There is no end
in site to the strike by school bus drivers. But Wilson this
_fternoon proposed that the city hire its own driver and
get- out of its contract with private bus companies. That
plan would have to be approved by a majority of the
school committee at a meeting next Tuesday night. A
spolkesman for the bus drivers called the proposal a union-busting effort.

GOP walnts tilme to study
Universal Health Care Biil

Republican lawmakers say they will try to put the
brakes on quick passage of Governor Dukakis' Universal
Health Care Bill. House Minority Leader Steve Pierce and
four other GOP lawmakers told a statehouse news conference today that they will push for a three-month extension
on the current health care financing law that expires next
Wednesday. They say the extra time is needed to study
Duklakis' plan. Pierce also said members of the minority
party will seek to divide Dicakis' pakaage into two parts.
The sections dealing with hospital charges could be deaftwith first, and the sections calling for a new health care
partnership super-agency to oversee universal health could
be dealt with later.

Boston Edison says Pilgrim
nuclear plant is ready
Boston Edison officials say they have fixed problems at
the troubled Pilgrim nuclear power plant in Plymouth and
can open it in eight weeks. But the Federal Nuclear Regulatory Commission says it will take longer. The NRC officials said following a meeting with Edison officials today
that they will take a close look at Pilgrim before allowing
it to start generating electricity again.

Historical building becomes condo
A Civil War-era school building in Providence will soon
become condominiums. American properties of North
Kingstown plans to start workc on the former Willow
Street school building in October. Charles Gifford of
American Properties says the architectural integrity of the
building will be preserved. The red-brick Victorian
schoolhouse in the city's armory neighborhood was last
used as a school in 1981.

RubesO

By Leigh Rubin

Scabs are unwanted
Striking New Englanld Patriots players yesterday afternoon tossed eggs and a beer bottle at replacement players
who have crossed picket lines to practice for the team.
The incident occurred at a hotel where the replacement
players are staying. It was the first example of violence
involving striking Patriots. Elsewhere in the NFL there
have been scuffles and shouting matches.
Patriot's wide receiver Irving Fryar jumped up and
down on the rear bumper of Offensive Backfield Coach
Bobby Grier's car as Grier arrived at the hotel with some
of the new players. When the passengers were getting out
of the car, Patriots' nose tackle Toby Williams threw a
beer bottle that landed a few feet away. New England's.
player representative, Lin Dawson, immediately tried to
restore order, warning his teammates, "We're going to
have some probiems with that glass throwing." More trouble erupted when replacement wide receiver Larry Linne
appeared wearing Fryar8s team jersey. Fryar shouted
Linne, "Take off my jersey." Linne replied that he had
told the coaches he did not want to wear. Fryar's number.

_b!#~~I

hIQFL strike likely to drag on
With hopes of a quick settlement now dashed, the National Football League yesterday called off 14 games
scheduled for Sunday and Monday because of the players
strike. NFL owners have said play would resume the first
week of October, uIsinng replacement players. The owner's
chief negotiator said six to eight weeks of tough bargaining remain, even if the key issue of free agency is worked
out.

Biden wraps up campaign
Sen. Joseph R. Biden (D-DE) traveled to New Hamnpshire yesterday, a day after dropping out of the presidential race, to talk to the people who had hoped to start him
on the road to the White House. He met with campaign
staffers and key supporters to discuss the abrupt end to
his presidential effort.
Biden dropped out of the race Wednesday after damaging revelations about his law school career compounded
problems he had been facing because of lifting campaign
speeches from other politicians.
Biden sidestepped suggestions he might mount a 1992
White House bid, but at his national headquarters in'
Delaware, staffers were answering the phones with an optimistic "Biden '92."

Inaction on national debt limit stops
US borrowing
Taking "stock in America" has become an impossibility
for the time being. That's because the Treasury Department has suspended the sale of savings.bonds for the
third time this year. The reason has been the same in each
case - legislation to raise the national debt hasn't been
signed into law. It's not clear whether President Reagan
will veto the measure. He objects to it because it's attached to provisions for a new deficit reduction plan he
doesn't like.

Broadways dims lights to honor lFosse
The "Great White Way" went dim last night. All the
lights on Broadway's marquees were lowered at 8:00 in
memory of Bob Fosse. The award-winning choreographer
and director died Wednesday night of a heart attack on a
Washington street near National Theater - where his
production of Sweet Charity was opening. The lights at
National Theater--were-atlso -dirmed last night.

Protestors, strikers fail to deter nucle- W~ar test
-

Peace protestors and strikers mingled outside the main
gate of a Nevada nuclear test site yesterday as an atomic
weapon was detonated underground. The- test went on
even though more than a third of the 8300 workers at the
site honored picket lines set up by striking Culinary
Union workers and bus drivers. The test, which had an
explosive force of 150,000 tons of TNT, sent a shudder
through tall buildings in Las Vegas, 105 miles away.

Students learn about life without the
Constitutisn
How would you feel if your rights were taken away
without explanation and you were punished by authorities
for no reason? Some junior high school students in
Mountain Home, AK, described the feeling as "awful"
and "like being in a kid prison." It was all part of an
exercise in constitutional rights that the school sprang on
the students without notice.
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Cool 'n quiet
High pressure building in from the Great Lakes
will give us a rather nice weekend. With the
exception, perhaps, of a few (believe it or not) snow
flurries in far northern Maine, New England
weather should be mostly sunny and dry. In fact, if
you plan to do any travelling, from the Blue Hills
of Southeastern Massachusetts to the White
Mountains of Vermont and New Hampshire,
conditions should be very good. If you enjoy sunny
mild fall weather, this weekend's for you.

Today: Sunny with a few puffy cumulus clouds

developing by midafternoon. Breezy and cool.
High 620F (17 C).
Tonight: Clear to partly cloudy and very chilly.
Lows around 45 ° F (7' CQ in Cambridge, 30s in
the normally colder suburban locations.
Saturday: Mostly sunny and a bit milder. High
65' F (18' C), low 51 ° F (11° C).
Sunday: Mostly sunny with some high cloudiness.
High 68-71° F (20-220 CQ. Low 55' F (13' C).
Monday: Milder. High in the 70s (20-25 ° C).
Forecast by Michael C. Morgan
I

Compiled by Niraj S. Desai
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Dauea and cofubsed 3uadge Bork
Seeks rebus ina nearby cave .

"" Me*"\X_"

Do not deftand Bork with rhetoric

,a~c
ZTr--rr~

To the Editor:
Mr. Saeger, I1,too, have been
197.watching the Bork confirmation
hearings with great interest.
What interests me more, though,
is the "logic" portrayed in your
column ["The logic of an 'abork· 1 ,;
~r7.
tionist,' " Sept. 22]. In it, you
said concerning Senator Edward
.,"
i'~
,t,'
~'-'~,e
M. Kennedy, "I am glad that you
have not felt compelled to rely
- ----1_-- L -I
I_
6-··IIL-·--ll- II
--·- -Y----u
-_
1CIr
---, --- --·-II
-- ---IIP
strictly on the facts for your atc0tacks" on Robert Bork. Indeed, I
think that it is you who has
I
%
strayed from the facts.
I
By calling Kennedy and his
supporters "aborktionists," you
I.
seem to imply that all those who
oppose Bork's nomination are
supporters of legalized abortion.
I
It is ridiculous to make such a
M
generalized assumption which is
based not in fact, but rather in
your distorted view of the
situation.
loan |iME
WI w
w
T4At the same time that you support your argument with positive,
factual reasons, you resort to
As *go -vrwlt
tearing apart the opposition
through sarcastic and biting reod
·
as-,
rP1
C
I
IC918·I--·IAY
_--I-1-DU
--.
,-------·-BllBlLl
m marks. Any greenhorn debator
r mI . --s
will tell you that this type of
attack proves nothing and
discredits the attacker.
You sarcastically advise Kennedy, "Do not be taken in with
Volume 107, Number 36
Friday, September 25, 1987
Bork's justifications of his statements." Indeed, that is just what
Publisher ............................... Michael J. Garrison '88
they are, justifications, not eviEditor in Chief.................................
Earl C. Yen '88
dence. Bork has relied not on
Business Manager ..................... Mark Kantrowitz '89
precedent and fact, but rather on
Managing Editor .......................... Ben Z. Stanger '88
his own personal opinions and
Production Marnager.....................;... Ezra Peisach '89
idealogy, to explain his positions
on many pertinent issues. A SuNews Editors .................................. Mathews M. Cherian '88
preme Court Justice who ignores
Andrew L. Fish '89
precedent is something this counAkbar A. Merchant '89
try and its Supreme Court cannot
Night Editors ........................................ David B. Plass '90
afford, not now or ever.
Mark D. Virtue '90
Arts Editors ................................................ Peter E. Dunn G
You claim that the Supreme
Jonathan Richmond G
Court case Griswold v. ConnectiPhotography Editors ............................. David M. Watson '88
cut created, in Bork's opinion, "a
Kyle G. Peltonen '89
dangerously vague right to privaAdvertising Manager ......................... Halvard K. Birkeland '89
cy." To say that an individual's
Contributing Editors ..................................
V. Michael Bove G
right to personal privacy is "danJulian West G
gerous" is surely in direct opposition to the liberty right guaranNEWS STAFF
teed in the Constitution. The
Associate News Editors: Darrel Tarasewicz '89, Robert Adams
Supreme Court recognized this
'90, Niraj Desai '90; Senior Writers: Katherine T. Schwarz '86,
right in deciding Griswold, and
Anuradha Vedantham '89; Staff: Harold A. Stern '87, Joel H.
Friedman '88, Salman Akhtar '89, Derek T. Chiou '89, Mary
Bork's willingness to declare
Condello '89, Jeffrey C. Gealow '89, Marcia Smith '89, Sally
them wrong proves how dangerVanerian '89, Anh Thu Vo '89, Ahmed Biyabani '90, Eric L.
ous it would be for him to be on
Chang '90, Christopher P. Colby '90, Sarita Gandhi '90, Michael
the Court.
Gojer '90, Vance S. Hampleman '90, Anita Hsiung '90, Jai
Kennedy, you say, "made the
Young Kim '90, Irene Kuo '90, Priyamvada Natarajan '90,
mistake
of conceding that Bork
Kenyon D. Potter '90, Robert E. Potter 11'90, Paula Maute.

decision" Brown v. Board of

Education. Bork does support
the decision, but only because
not supporting it would be suicidal to his career as a judge. The
logic with which he 'justifies his
opinion is so convoluted and in
opposition to the logic he has
used when deciding other cases
that one cannot help but conclude that he does not truly
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M IT should create accessible
indoor facilities for smnokers

-----

-

__----

--

ing. It is an addiction, sometimes
likened in severity to a heroin addiction. The only way a person
will quit smoking is with a lot of
willpower and desire to quit. Coercion, condescension, and contempt are no help. And in my
case, such measures backfire.
Many of those who have never
suffered an addiction find it incomprehensible.
Prejudice
against smokers is fed, as is often
the case with prejudice, by
ignorance.
I hope that MIT will recognize
that smokers are also a part of
the MIT community, and will establish some facility for us. If
not, if you see me bundled
against the cold in January smoking on the steps of Building 2,
please recognize that I have a few
personality traits aside from my
addiction - including respect for
the rights of others, even while
such respect is not extended toward me.
Carol Van Zoeren G

To the Editor:
I am a smoker. I have abided
with MIT's anti-smoking policy
for some months now. This policy has resulted in considerable inconvenience for me, but I can
sympathize with the contempt
with which smokers are treated.
As yet, the lack of indoor smoking lounges (Walker is not accessible via tunnels) has not been
much of a problem. But, as the
cold weather sets in, if MIT does
not set up such facilities it will
indicate a total disregard for
smoker's rights.
Smoking is a bad habit
nearly everyone who smokes
would like to quit. But it is not
that simple. I was most annoyed
at the condescending attitude
taken by the MIT administration
when this policy was initiated:
"The Health Department will be
running extra help quit smoking
sessions."
The fact is that no one can
force anyone else to quit smok-

X sGe

Meteorologists: Robert X. Black G, Christopher A. Davis G,
Michael C. Morgan '88.

believe what he is saying.
Senator Howard Metzenbaumr
did not, as you claim, forget that
Bork was cleared of any wrongdoing in the firing of Archibald
Cox. Instead, he was simply attempting to thoroughly explore
every aspect of Bork's record;
this is, after all, the purpose of
the hearings, is it not?
Finally you write, "All we have
(Please turn to page 5) -
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Editorials, marked as such and printed in a distinctive format,
are the official opinion of The Tech. They are written by the editorial board, which consists of the publisher, editor in chief, managing
editor, news editors and opinion editors,
Dissents, marked as such and printed in a distinctive format, are
the opinions of the undersigned members of the editorial board
choosing to publish their disagreement with the editorial.
Columns and editorialcartoons are written by individuals and represent the opinion of the authbr, not necessarily that of the newspaper.
Letters to the Editor are welcome. They must be typed double
spaced and addressed to The Tech, PO Box 29, MIT Branch, Cambridge MA 02139, or by interdepartmental mail to Room W20-483.
Letters and cartoons must bear the authors' signatures, addresses,
and phone numbers. Unsigned letters will not be accepted. No letter
or cartoon will be printed anonymously without express prior approval of The Tech. The Tech reserves the right to edit or condense
letters. Shorter letters will be given higher priority. We regret we
cannot publish all of the letters we receive.
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1555 Massachusetts Ave.
Opposite Cambridge Common
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Bork would overturn previous
Court decisions "willy-nilly'

I'?

(Continued from page 4)
to do is hope that the public does
not take the initiative to review
some of Bork's writings on its
own." Well, I have reviewed his
writings, and I have learned that
Bork is a judge who, if given the
chance, would leap into the
Supreme Court overturning
decisions willy-nilly.
I would like to keep the rights
guaranteed to me by the Constitution and by two hundred years
of Supreme Court precedent, and

I must therefore, on the basis of
Bork's factual record as a judge
and of the opinions he has shown
himself to have, oppose his
nomination.
Perhaps you might care to
write your next column using the
facts and evidence instead of sarcasm and wordy rhetoric. I
would enjoy the opportunity to
refute any so-called "facts"
which you might use to prove
Bork's worthiness to be a justice
on the Supreme Court.
Jonathan I. Kamens '91
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THE GRADUATE STUDENT COUNCIL
FUNDING BOARD WILL HOLD
FUNDING HEARINGS ON WEDNESDAY,
SEPTEMBER 30TH AND THURSDAY
OCTOBER 1ST BEGINNING AT 5:30 PM
EACH EVENING.
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ATTENTION ALL GRADUATE
STUDENT ORGANIZATIONS
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Sunday Worship: 9 and 11 am
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IF YOU HAVE ANY QUESTIONS, OR
WOULD LIKE TO MEAKE AN
APPOINTMENT TO MEET WITH THE
FUNDING BOARD, PLEASE CALL THE
GSC OFFICE AT X3-2195 AS SOON AS

i

I

POSSIBLE.
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~~~~~The Tl,74 offers BASIC programmmng

FF
"
with a 113 BASIC keyword set. There's 8K Constant
Memory and subroutine capability for advanced programmingflexibility.

TI programmable calculators
have all the right functions and
enough extra features to satisfy
your thirst for power.
To all you science and engineering
majors unsatisfied with mere calculators,
TI has good news. Your power tools are

C 1987 Tl.

here. The TI-95 PROCAL.C` is
keystroke programmable and the TI-74
BASICALC` is BASIC language
programmable. Each has a full range of
scientific, mathematical and statistical
functions, and plenty of power extras.
Both have optional equipment such
as Solid State Software"' modules,

-Trademark of Texas Instruments Incorporated

i
f'

_,

- +< _,,EB_l............

....-

including math, statistics and
chemical engineering, and a module
with an additional 8K Constant
Memory. Additional power accessories
include a separate portable printer and
cassette interface.
So if you're into power, look for the

display in your bookstore for a demon-

stration of our power tools. They build
such a strong case for themselves,
our competition doesn't know what
to make of them.
alba

INSTRUMENTS

i

L

;

The Tl>95 offers powerful 7200-step keystroke
programmning and features our exclusive Power Wlndouws,"" which provide
easy access to the functions and flexible file management system.
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LOOK FOR A DAY FULL OF SAVINGS WITH THESE
ONE DAY ONLY STUDENT SUNDAY SPECIAL!

-5-0/o-M OFF
Req.

1/3 OFF

$24-$4

Entire Stock of MeIn's

9MIDEI 51199--19I*99
S,

,

I

Arrow Rufgby Shits

,,
.

200o OFF
Eire
Sfck ofRe

Reo
s

Priced

wMENSVwEAR

1 /3 OFF Entise Stock of Men's Arrow Fitted Brigade Shirts
1 /3 OFF Entire Stock of Men's Le Tigre Flannel Shirts
1 13 OFF; Entire Stock of Men's Levi Straight Leg Corduroys
1 /3 OF: Entire Stock of Men's Poler Fleece Shirts
1 /3 OFF Entire Stock of Men's C:oosa Brushed Chinos
25%o OFF Entire Stock of Men's B. D. Baggies
25s%
OFF Entire Stock of Men's String Bean Ties
25°/% OF: Entire Stock Of Men's Woolrich Products
20%0O OFF Entire Stock of Claiborne for Mnen
$50 OIFF Entire Stock of Men's Suits

IVIOIENSw
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50°%B OFI: Women's

--
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on EnrStick of Reguarly
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MOIRE ANam"'

35S% OIFF Pcsnasonit Clock RWadio #RC58
30°%OFF: Fuji Quick Snap Camera or Kodak Fling Disposable Camera
20/ OFF Panasonic WValkabout #RQJA61
20° OFF Entire Stock of Scotch Audio and Video Tapes
120% OFF Entire Stock of Cardirnal Binders
200 OFF Entire Stock of Framed and Unframed Harvarrd and
BSston Posters
20Yo OFF Entire Stock of Cutlery
20%° OFF Entire Stock of Mini Ceramic Lamps
20° OFF Entire Stock of Plush Toys
$155 OFF on Packrard Bell VX88 Computer
Reg. $1250 SALE $1095
$2 OFF on Panasonic Printer (k.-plOaoi
Re9g $219.95 SAL $199.95

,,,,_,

Belle Fleur Short Flanrnel Gowns
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'MIT COOP AT KENDALLs
3 Cammbridge Center
M-Fri 9:15-7pm,
Thvrs. 'til 8:30
Sat 9:15-5:45 pm
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Coop Charge, MassterCard, Visa and Asmerican Express welcome.
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'With $5 minimum Coop purchase: validote sales receipt at Coop Cashier's
desk
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PARlK FREE IN HARVelARD SOq' I hr Church St lot or 2 hrs University Pi or Charles Sq
garages.
i

r
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HARVARD SQZUARE
Cambridge
M-Sat 9::20 5:45 pm,
Thurs 'tiE 8:30

t

I

Compact Mc*

1 13 OFF Entire Stock of Ciao Luggage
and Levi Denim Bags
from Klaymore
$3 OFF on Entire Stock of Women's Camisoles, Slips and Teddies
YO9URt CHOOICE! Entire Stock of Women's Bras $10
FIREE GIFPT! With any $15 purchase in cosmetics-frorm Ultima, Dior,
kLncome, cand Arden.

Reg. $16 SALEb $7.99
510% OFF Oersized Nylon Tote
40%-50% OFF Blonnie Doone Dreamy and Barabara Socks,
Orig. 3 for $6.50 $7.85 SALE 3 for $5
1 /3 OFF Entire Stock of Women's Danskin Leotards
1/3 OFF rime Piece Bag
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The clay tennis courts are long gone, but will soon be replaced by new hard courts on
the same site.
I

Carnegie gives $1 .1 Mn to
stuody minority education
(Continued Jrom page 1)
rector and the Resource Group, a
33-member National Council for
Quality Education for Minorities
will also oversee the program.
According to the project summary, a key concern will be making higher education accessible to
minorities and retaining minority
students once they begin attending school. Another task is to increase the number of minorities
receiving PhD's and receiving
faculty positions.
The Blueprint for Action will
also address the following issues,

Americans, and Puerto Ricans.
These are groups that have failed
to participate actively in our high
technology-based society, McBay
said. --- I
-
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FROM THE DIRECTOR OF
"THE BROTHER FROM ANOTHER PLANETS'

0M-n~p~spS

RECALLS CLASSIC AMERICAN

1AZPA:rl

WESTERNS LIKE 'HIGH NOON.'N
-JAMES VERNIERE,THE BOSTON HERALD

The staff and student board of MIT

according to the project summary: the institutional environment for minority students at.
colleges and ulniversities; education of various communities
about the importance of higher
education for minorities; academic and non-academic preparation of minority students; recruitment and training of
minority teachers at the elementary and secondary school level;
public policy regarding minority
participation in higher education.
The underrepresented minorities are American Indians/Alaskan Natives, Blacks, Mexican

"'A RICHLY TEXTURED,

Hillel wish the entire MIT community a

AFFECTINGLY HEARTFELT

-i

year of peace, health and fulfillment.

EPIC...AS PURE AND PLbANTIVE AS
.A MOUNTAIN BALLAD.Y
- JAY CARR, THE BOSTON GLOBE

Dan Shevitz
pIMiriam Rosennblum
IAmy Siewers
Greg Comer
IIRabbi

Stuart Simon
Steven Beringhouse
Ira Scharf
Tali Tamir

'EVERYTHING--ABOUT THIS MOVIE
IS TERRIFIC. 9'
-Chris Chase, NEW YORK DAILY NEWS

Seth Ostrow
ONE OF THE BEST FILMS OF 1987. 99
_Jack Garner, GANNETT NEWS SERVICE
rp-----i·e--·-··IP·bsseesar
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CRIMSON TRAVEL
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EASILY ONE OF THE BEST FILMS

-----·s

OF THIS OR ANY YEAROW

DO NOT MISSW6ATEWANV9

WHEN Ablolutllg

mean
I
I

-Jeffrey Lyons, SNEAK PREVIEWS/INN

Positively

Columbia University's
location in New York City
makes it the ideal place for
graduate study in business. A representative
from Columbia Business
School will visit your

I

WIANT THE
LOWESTA4IRFARE!
CRIMSON Is the only agency in Harvard
Square with 3 major airlines' computers
on-premise.
American Airlines' SABRE, TWA's PARS &
United's APOLLO reservations systems
assure you of up-to-the-minute
availability and the lowest air
fares possible,
CRIMSON has its own computerized
",cheap-fare search program.'
CRSM$S0W is an official authorized agent
for all airlines and there is NO EXTRA

campus to speak with stu-

dents from all majors who
are interested in the
M.B.A. and Ph.D. programs in Business as well
as joint degrees with Law,
International Affairs,
Public Health and other
disciplines. If a graduate
degree in Business is part
of your future, start planning for it now by talking
with, our representative.
Contact your undergraduate placement office for
further details.

CHARGE when you pick up your tickets
at dCRIMSON I

Make your reservations and
pick up tickets at

Date of visit:

X:FII/ONTRAVEL

October 1, 1987

39 John F. Kennedy St. (Harvard Sq.)
Call 8368-2600

Columbia
Business
School

STARTS
TODAY

phone$ attended 7 days a week
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606 Comm. AIe
424 1500

12:45,3:10,5:30

8:00,10:30
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| HARVARDJO.
|

t Church Street
864 4580

12:00-2:204:45
7:20-9:50
FRI & SAT 12:90
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"For me, the news
that I had a malignant
tumor in my right elbow was a double
blow. I learned it
shortly after I'd been
elected Captain of the
Army football team.
"Thanks to early
detection, effective
surgery and treatment,
I was back in three and
a half months-not
playing football but
functioning in every
other capacity as captain. I graduated on
time. And today. I'm a
Lieutenant in the
Infantry.
"You know, millions
of people like myself
owe their lives to cancer research. And that
takes money. Lots of
money.
"Think about it. We
want to wipe out cancer in your lifetime."

SEr Puts You Ahead of the pack
Introducing Passing Gear from
CompuServe, the world's largest online
personal information service.
No matterwhat type of computer you
have, CompuServe turns itinto a fast,
responsive resource that gives you incredible
advantages.
Especially now, while a CompuServe
subscription is available to students at special savings.
Make Your Own Breaks
Once online, CompuServe subscribers
talk"across the table" with luminaries like
author IsaacAsimov, artificial intelligence
researcher Marvin Minsky, space shuttle
astronaut and engineerJoseph Allen and
musicians Greg Kihn and Herbie Hancock.
Writers and editors, researchers and
teachers, leaders in business and grvernment, enterprising students and student
entrepreneurs. You'll meet them all on
CompuServe, where the informal interview
is the natural way to get around.

I!

Lead a Revolution
Don't chase the communications revolution. Link your computer and modem to
CompuServe and lead it.
Our special student membership offer
includes a $15.00 introductory usage credit, a
200-page Users Guide and a subscription to

m
I
I
I

~

___Zo
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m

Send more information about CompuServe,

I
I.

Name

!

tot

......

.urrent

A .lrc

i

...

-[

.Uaress

City.

Zip

.State

Phone (.)
Total cost $14.95 * ($12.95 plus $2.00 shippingand handling.) 'OH. Cr and FLresidents add state sales tax

O

Checkenclosedorchargemy:
II I I

CardNumberl- I I
I
I
I
I

I
II

-] MasterCard

VISA
I

I

I ! I I

ri
ISinnah
vay'Ulat u

E American Express

/

Exp.. Date
_

I Mail to:

I

.

m---m-----m---------m----------m

(Orders will be shipped within 14 day of receipt. Please indicate the shippingaddress in the space provided.)

I
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ompuServe®

i

conveniently than online.

r- ,

To order, call 80O 848-8199 and ask for
Representative #6. In Ohio, call 614 457-0802.
Or fill out and mail this coupon.

-1 Rush me CompuServe Passing Gear.
Please include my confidential password and I.D., the 200-page Users Guide and a "Passing
Gear" T-shirt (one size fits all). Upon completion of my membership online I'll also receive a
$15.00 online usage credit and a FREE subscription to CompuServe's monthly newsmagazine, Online Today.

Il F

Get Facts Fast
CompuServe connects you to reference
resources you won't find anywhere else. And
information you simply can't get arny more
Resources like IQuest- with access to
leading databases from around the world.
Electronic news publications. Hardware and
software forums for every major manufacturer.
And forums for special interests from com-

-

I

-XE737)

Com puSe

me

.

-

Information Services, At&. Department L Box 477, PO. Box 18161. Columbus. Ohio 43260
Pricing described herein is available through June 1, 1988, (new subscribers only, one Passing Gear package per subscriber).
CompuServe reserves the right to verify enrollment status.
m
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American
Cancer Society
THIS SPACE CONTRIBUTED BY THE PUBLISHER
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"
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CompuServe's monthly newsmagazine,
Onine Toddy. A $59.95 value for just $12.95,
plus shipping and handling.
Online usage rates are as low as 10 cents
a minute. Order during the term of this offer
and receive a FREE "Passing Gear" T-shirt
just for being a campus innovator.

puter electronics to human sexuality
Plus online travel planning. Shoppingand
banking services. Even interactive adventure
games.
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WHAT IS SPECIAL ABOUT A PHARMACY?
A Pharmacy or Drug Store has a prescription
which is licensed to dispense
prescriptions and drugs under the supervision of a
licensed, registered pharmacist.

1960.-1J
I

J, U,l
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I

U
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,
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WHY MUST PHARMACISTS BE LICENSED?
Because most drugs, if not properly taken, can
actually cause harm. Some, when conabined with
other drugs, can change into a different compound
that is not effective, and can become harmful. Each
dispensed medicine must be potently active and its
dosage checked by the pharmacist for safe use.
Pharmacists must pass an examination to prove
-.they have this knowledge to protect you.
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PHARMACISTS ARE DRUG SPECIALISTS.
:To obtain their license to practice pharmacy they
must now attend a college of pharmacy for at least
~~~five
rw years. They must serve an internship in a
pharmacy, just as a physician does in a hospital.
Because of their knowledge of drugs and
medicines, people are always more sfe when they
obtain any medicine from a pharmacist.
S
~~~Wl: W13LCOME QUESTIONS.
In addition to compounding and dispensing
prescriptions, we carry many other products used
or taken to keep you healthy. If you have any
questions we can ethically answer, we can help you
gain better health from the medicines and healtho
aids you need.
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October 6, 4pm to 8pm

Place: Room 4-149
I
i
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DKENALL DRUGS

Recruit Co., Ltd., Informational Meeting for Bilingual
(English/Japanese) Students

Your MIT Community Drugstore

i!,

Kendall Square

492-7790
0

RECRUIT U.S.A., INC.
725 S. Figueroa St., 31st Floor
Los Angeles, CA 90017

.J

-.

TOLL FREE
California (800) 423-3387
Other
(800) 325-9759
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An evening with Ian McKel~n & Hamnlet & Falstaff & Roreo & . .
IAN McKELLEN
ACTING SHAKESPEARE
Starring Ian McKellen.
At the Charles Playhouse until October 4.
By JULIAN WEST
N THE FACE OF IT the one-person

Oportunity

show is an actor's dream: control over what goes in, the opto portray a dozen
characters in an evening, and the audience's undivided attention. If you're doing
Shakespeare you can monopolize the famous speeches, omitting the boring bits inbetween.
Ian McKellan insists he had no real affection for the format until he was asked
to put such a show together for the Edinburgh Festival in 1977. That was to become the Broadway hit Acting Shakespeare seven yeasrs later.
Acting Shakespeare is taken two ways.
McKellan acts Shakespeare's plays; he also
acts Shakespeare, or, at any rate, many of
his acquaintances. This helps put the
pieces into historical context, and gives a
glimpse of the life of the world's greatest
dramatist.
But of course the main event is the sequence of scenes which have been expertly
selected for our entertainment: Macbeth,
Jacques, Falstaff, Hamlet, Bottom, Prospero... all put in their appearances in
this toccata for Shakespearean actor.
Which all sounds fairly highbrow and
pedantic. What, are we in for a history lesson as well as an evening of Elizabethan
monologue?
Nost a bit. McKellan's manner is far
from didactic as he converses with the auIan M\cKellen
dience, and seeks to involve them at every
turn. At the beginning of the show, he in- McKellan shows, was writtwn "to be unvites auditors ('you're not spectators; they derstood': simple, clear and beautiful.
go to football matches! ") to call out
Interspersed are a number of anecdotes
names of Shakespeare plays we have seen
from McKellan's own not uneventful life.
until all 37 are neamed. "You've done it!"' He mentions Francesca Annis, Peter
he conlgratullates us heartily.
Shaeffer, John Gielgud, Vanessa Redgrave
Shakespeare's life as related by McKel- and a fair number of others encountered
lan's easy personal terms is quite engrosswhile starring in roles at Stratford in the
ing. And Shakespeare's language, as mid-seventies or in the Wtest End (3 conI--

secutive Best Actor awards).
As if this were not enough, while appearing in 21 undergraduate productions
while at Cambridge, he managed to be a
contemporary of Derek Jacobi, David
Frost, Trevor Nunn, Peter Cook and John
Cleese. There must have been some unforgettable performances in those days.
McKellan crams several unforgettable
--

performances into Acting Shakespear
Perhaps the most remarkable is his Mabeth, who over the course of a sequence speeches degenerates from a brash, conf
dent soldier of commanding statu(Timosthy Dalton leaps to mind) into
walking shadow of a man, broken an
(Please turn to page 15)
-
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Engelhard creates technologies that are. in a word, exceptional
Technologies that help create your personal computer, television and
stereo components, your VCR, your telephone Tecnnologies that keep the
planes you fly comfortable, safe, and reliable That keep your car running
smoothly, kitchen well stocked, your body healthy, the air clean. Technologies
that help refine gasoline, oil. and Jet fuels, and make essential parts for
satellites, space venicles, aircraft, and more. Mucn more..
The fact Is, Engelhard's continuing development of thousands of
exceptional technologies will continue to help us lead lives of exceptional
quality-every day
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Fatal Attraction fail to explore consequences of adultery
As actors, Douglas and Close do their
very best, almost as if they know the plot
needs extra support. Particularily notable
is Anne Archer, who plays Dan's wife,
Beth. She is the strongest and most realistic character in the movie, and ultimately
RODRIGUEZ
By RICA:RDO
it is she for whom everyone cheers. During
AN, HAPPILY MARRIED MALE
much of the film, Beth is completely unlawyer, meets Alex, single, suc- aware that Dan has had an affair, and the
cessfuml, female publishing ex- resulting ironies are heart wrenching.
ecutive. Two days in bed When Beth does finally learn about the affollow. ..
fair, the audience's compassion is for her
Such is the basis for the drama-thriller, and not for Dan - the male - as it many
Fatal Attraction. This film aspires to ex- times is in other films. Beth's outrage is
plore the severe repercussions that may re- welcome and justified - it is an exhibit of
sult from seemingly "harmless" adultery.
her strength.
Appropriately, the two-night-stand occurs
The fact that Anne Archer is very good
when Dan's wife and child are away view- looking also helps one to ask, "Was this
ing a prospective home in the country.
affair really worth it?" But Archer's charWhen it comes time for Dan's life to re- acter receives much less attention that it
turn to normalcy Alex (Glenn Close) in- deserves: the pain and suffering of finding
sists they continue to see each other, makout about her husband is lost in the mnoing Dan (Michael Douglas) extremely vie's climax.
uneasy - as far as he's concerned the exA recurring theme of the film is the alleperience between Alex and he was a fling, gation by Alex that Dan used her, and
and it's over. Alex doesn't think so and behaving done so was prepared to throw her
gins to torment Dan and his family. Ineviout like a used dish rag. This overused
tably, Dan must tell his wife what hap- sentiment was flatly contradicted by the
pened. And to make matters worse, Alex movie: to a great extent it was Alex who
is pregnant and wishes to have the child.
sought Dan, not vice versa. And when
If Fata' Attraction had clung to the subDan made it clear he was married, Alex
ject of emotional impact of adultery, the was unmoved, if not intrigued by the chalfilm could have offered new insight. But as
lenge. This made it very difficult to feel
the title suggests, emotions are not the any sympathy for Alex when she claimed
only things violated. Alex becomes in- she was being abused.
creasingly crazy as the film progresses: at
On the male's side, Dan is not the slutfirst it is only something eerie - maybe
every-weekend scurmbag, but neither is he
the way she dresses or the look in her eye.
the innocent seductee who was lost in the
But as the story unwinds, Alex becomes a
passion of the moment. His acceptance of
raging ghoul who would scare any Living
Alex's advances is done so matter-of-factly
being, thus outstepping the bounds of northat it's easily overlooked. Dan experiences
mal behavior.
no uneasiness, no reservations about
On the level of being a thriller, the film
cheating - it is as if he's done it many
succeeds. It has plenty of tension and certimes, something that was surely not intainly a scary feel to it. But the finale is
tended by the film.
too reminiscent of the Friday the 13th seLack of substance emerges in many othries to merit any credibility. In the last
er ways. One example is in the very first
scene, no one is surprised when Alex
scene, which is set at a pre-publishing
launches one final attack despite heavy inbook party. The entire party is a cheap
juries. Maybe Alex Forrest is a distant rel- parody, complete with one-liners and raative of the infamous 'Jason."
cial stereotypes. such material simply has
i
-------I--s
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FATAL ATTRACTION

Directed by Adrian Lyne.
Starring Michael Douglas,
Glenn Close, & Anne Archer.
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Michael Douglas and Glenn Close in Fatal Attraction.
no place in a well-formed drama. Another
example is the family dog, used often and
without discretion as a source of comic relief. But canine comedy is decidedly unori- *
ginal - if I wanted dog antics I could stay I
home and play with my own.
- I
··lls--8181
-- I-4C

So if you liked Halloween or Friday the
13th, this movie might interest you, especially the last half. But if you're expecting
a drama investigating the consequences of
adultery you'd better leave your slippers
on.
I.- IC~~
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I'CONNOR
CORDIALLY INBVES

ALL MAJORS

ATrEND OUR
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PRESENTATION & RECEPTION

Unique Ipportun Sties
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Ipt ons Tra ing

Ages'rage

Wednesday, September 30, 1987 at 7:00 P.MA
The Cambridge Marriott Hotel - Salon #4
O'Connor offers exceptional individuals with proven analytical and quantitative abilities the opportunity to participate in the challenging and
sophisticated field of securities and options trading.
O'Connor is a large entrepreneurial firm trading for its own account. We specialize in the *aluation of options on equities, debt securities,
foreign exchange and commodities using internally developed mathematical models. Our activities also include risk arbitrage, index arbitrage
and convertible securities trading. O'Connor possesses the financial resources, expertise and aggressive plans to exploit new market
opportunities worldwide.
Achievers thrive at O'Connor where there is an urgency for the immediate application of problem-solving that is rarely equaled in any other
industry. If you have an interest in becoming part of an exciting, innovative and growing area of financial trading opportunities, plan to
attend the O'Connor presentation.
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BOSTON SYMPHONY
ORCHESTRA

BOSTON CHAMBER
MUSIC SO4CIETY

i,

i-
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Schumann "Fairy Tales," Martinu "Duo,"
& Dvorak Piano Quartet in Eb Major on
Oct. 4 and 9. Durufle Recitative & Variations, Kodaly Duo for violin & cello, &
Schubert "Trout Quintet" on Nov. 22.
Haydn "Gypsy Trio," Bartok Sonata for
Two Pianos & Percussion, & Brahms
String Quintet in G Major on Jan. 8
and 10. Mozart Piano Quartet in Eb Major, Schumann Piano Trio in d Minor, &
Dvorak Sextet for Strings on Feb. 5. Beethoven String Trio in Eb Major, Schonberg/Webern "Kammersymphonie,'
&
Franck Piano Quintet on Feb. 28. Mozart
Piano Trio in E Major, Mahler/Schonberg
"Songs of a Wayfarer," & Dvorak Piano
Trio in f Minor on Mar. 20. Beethoven Piano Trio in Eb Major, Schuller "Sonata
Serenata," and Brahms Clarinet Quinfet
on Apr. 17 and 22. Contact: 295 Huntington Avenue Suite 309, Boston, MA 02115.
Telephone: 536-6868.

BOSTON CLASSICAL
ORCHESTRA
Mozart Sinfonia Concertante for Wind
Quartet and Orchestra, K. 297b & Symphoany No. 39 and Bach Little Fulgue in g
Minor on Oct. 7 and 9. Metropolitan Opera mezzo-soprano Melissa Thorburn singing Mozart arias on Dec. 16 and 18. Concertmaster Robert Brink and violinist
Harry Ellis Dickson in the Bach Double
Violin Concerto on Feb. 3 and 5. Boston
Symphony Orchestra piccolo player Lois
Schaeffer playing a Vivaldi piccolo concerto on Mar. 16 and 18. Clarinetist Paulette
Bowes in the Weber First Clarinet Concerto on May 4 and 6. Contact: 551 Tremont
Street, Boston, MA 02116. Telephone:
426-2387.

EBOSTON CONCERT OPERA
I
1-

Beethoven's "Fidelio" on November.7 at
Symphony Hall. "Victorian Christmas" on
December 20 at the Lafayette Hotel. Franz
Lehar's "The Merry Widow" on January 28 & 30, and February 3, 5, & 7 at
John Hancock Hall. Verdi's "Nabucco" on
April 10 at Symphony Hall. Contact: Box
459, Astor Station, Boston, MA 02123.
Telephone: 536-1166.

Martino & Mahler on Oct. 2, 3, & 6. With
violinist Malcolm Lowe; Haydn, Bruch, &
Schumann on Oct. 8, 9, 13, 23, & 24.
With pianist Murray Perahia; Henze &
Beethoven on Oct. 15, 16, & 17. With pianist Cecile Licad; Dvorik, Husa, & Ravel
on Oct. 29, 30, 31, & Nov. 3. Weber,
Tchaikovsky, & Dvordk on Nov. 11, 12,
13, 14, & 17. With soprano Kathleen Battle; Poulenc & Mahler on Nov. 18, 19, 20,
& 21. With pianist Peter Serkin; Brahms &
Stravinsky on Dec. 3, 4, 5, 11, & 15.
Strauss "Elektra" on Dec. 9 & 12. Haydn
& Bruckner on Jan. 6, 7, 8, 9, & 12. With
pianist Mitsuko Uchida; Mozart & Shostakovich on Jan. 14, 15, 16, & 19. Dukas,
Haydn, & Sibelius on Jan. 20, 21, 22, 23,
& 26. With violinist Cho-Liang Lin; Mendelssohn & Lutoslawski on Jan. 28, 29,
& 30. Stravinsky, Haydn, & Strauss on
Feb. 10, 11, 12, 13, & 16. With soprano
Sylvia McNair & baritone Jorma Hynninen; Brahms A German Requiem on
Feb. 17, 18, 19, 20, & 23. With violinist
Shlomo Mintz; Pfitzner, Tchaikovsky, &
Beethoven on Feb. 25, 26, & 27. With cellist Yo-Yo Ma; Haydn, Shostakovich, &
Beethoven on Mar. 2, 3, 4, & 5. With
clarinetist Harold Wright & bassoonist
Sherman Walt; Strauss & Bruckner on
Mar. I0, 11, & 12. With pianist Viktoria
Postnikova; Rimsky-Korsakov, Prokofiev,
& Stravinsky on Mar. 17, 18, 19, & 22.
Haydn & Schnittke on Mar. 24, 25, & 26.
With violinist Gidon Kremer; Mussorgsky,
Gubaidulina, & Ravel on Mar. 30, 31,
Apr. 1, 2, & 5. Mendelssohn on Apr. 7, 8,
9, & 12. With violinist Anne-Sophie Mutter; Beethoven, Takemitsu, & Strauss on
Apr. 14, 15, & 16. With mezzo-soprano
Brigitte Fassbaender & baritone Thomas
Allen; Mozart & Mahler on Apr. 21, 22,
23, & 26. Contact: Symphony Hall, Boston, MA 02115. Telephone: 266-1492.

CANTATA SINGERS

AND ENSEMBLE
Mendelssohn Sechs Lieder, op. 48, Imbrie
"On the Beach at Night," Fine "The
Hour-Glass," and Schumann Vier doppelchbrige Gesdnge, op. 141 on November 21. J.S. Bach CantataBWV 137, Cantata BWV 23, Sinfonia to Cantata BWV
42, and Cantata BWV 34 on January 22.
Gabrieli "Vox Domini," Stravinsky "Canticurn Sacrum ad honorem Sancti Mdarci
Nominis," and Schfitz "MusicalischeExequien" on March 11. J.S. Bach Mass in b
Minor on May 6. Contact: PO Box 375,
Cambridge, MA 02238. Tel: 437-0231.

CHAMBER MUSIC IN THE
HOUGHTON LIBRARY
J.S. Bach's Partita no. 2 in d minor for
violin alone and other works by Bach and
by Veracini on November 2. Songs by
Cornelius, Brahms, Siegmeister, and Ives
on December 14. Ravel Sonata for violin
and cello, Schoenberg Trio, op. 45, and
Beethoven Trio in G, op. 9, no. 1 on February 17. Haydn Quartet in C, op. 76,
no. 3, Bartok Quartet no. 6, and Beethoven Quartet in Eb, op. 127 on April 6.

CHORUS PRO MUSICA
Beethoven "Fidelio" with Boston Concert
Opera on November 7 at Symphony 'Hall.
Annual Christmas concert on December 17 at First Church in Harvard Square
and December 18 at Old South Church in
Copley Square. Handel's "Theodora" on
March 5. Ralph Vaughan William Symphony No. 1, "A Sea Symphony" on
May I at Jordan Hall. Contact: 645 Boylston Street, Boston, MA 02116. Telephone: 267-7442.

)
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II
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BOSTON MUSICA VIVA
Brant "Homage to the Marx Brothers,"
Erb "The Devil's Quickstep," Schwertsik
A Transylvanian Symphony for Strings, &
Gruber "Frankenstein" on Hallowe'en,
Oct. 30. Garfein "Striptease," Spratlan
"Coils," & Rands "Canti del Sole" on
Nov. 20. Hoffer "The Nine Circles," new
work by Russell, & Weill/Drew "War
Play" on Mar. 18. Crumb "An Idyll for
the Misbegotten," Lieberson "Raising the
Gaze," Perle Sonata a Quattro, & Alexander "The Song of Songs" on May 6.
Contact: 295 Huntington Avenue, Suite
203, Boston, MA 02115. Tel: 353-0556.

'P,' ·1~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~.

NEW ENGLAND
PHILARMONIC
Harbisn " R e m e mnb e ri n g Gatsby," Bandings
Concerto for Flute and Wind Symphony
Orchestra,& Rimnsky-Korsakov "Scheherazade" on Nov. 13 & 15. Copland "Lincoln
Portrait" on Dec. 6. Kyr "Book of the
Hours," Copland "Appalachian Spring,"
& Schuman American Festival Overture on
Feb. 26 & 28. Brahms Symphony No. 3,
Sibelius Karelia Suite, op. 11, & Hoffman
"Apollonian Rainbow" on Apr. 24 &
May 1. Contact: 1430 Massachusetts Avenue, Suite 318, Cambridge, MA 02138.
Telephone: 868-1222.
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LONGY SCHOOL OF MUSIC

Compiled by Peter Dunn
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Ung "Spiral," Wheeler "Winter Hills,"
Ialeggio Trio in Two Movements, &
Crumb "Music for a Summer Evening" on
Sep. 29. Beethoven Cello Sonata, op. 102,
no. 1, Bach Lute Suite in e Minor,
BWV 996, Ialeggio "A Thing In Motion,"
Wheeler "Winter Hills," & Ung "Spiral"
on Nov. 1. Bach Cello Suite No. 3 in C
Major, BMV 1009, Schubert Impromptu,
op. 90, no. 4, Berger "All Ways," new
work by Shapiro, & new work by Brody
on Mar. 20. Carter TWo Pieces for Solo
Timpani, Davidovsky Synchronisms No. 6
for Pianoand Electronic Tape, Berger 'AII
Ways," new work by Shapiro, & new work
by Brody on Apr. 18. Contact: 100 Highland Street X2, Chelsea, MA 02150. Telephone: 734-8742.
BANCHETTO MUSICALE
Beethoven Symphony No. 7 in A and Mozart Flute Concerto in G, K. 313 & Piano
Concerto in A, K. 414 on Oct. 16. Handel
"Acis and Galatea" on Nov. 6. Handel
"Messiah" on Dec. 11 & 12. New Year's
Day Gala on Jan. 1. Purcell "The Indian
Queen" on Feb. 26. HIaydn Creation Mass
and Beethoven Violina Concerto on Apr. 8.
Contact: PO Box 190, Cambridge, MA
02238. Telephone: 965-0165.

abdaLPebPe

I

World Music Concert on Oct. 4. Pianist
Louis Battle on Oct. 18. Flutist Julie Scolnik on Oct. 22. Soprano Susan Larson on
Oct. 23. Yale Music Spectrum on Oct. 25.
Tenor Walter Boyce & pianist Peter Sykes
on Oct. 30. The Meliora Quartet on
Nov. 3. The Concerto Company on
Nov. 13. Clarinetist Daniel Silver on
Nov. 16. Contralto Dorothea Brinkman &
pianist John MacDonald on Nov. 19. Pianist Shaylor Lindsay on Nov. 21. Longy
Artists Ensemble on Nov. 22. Longy
Chamber Winds on Dec. 4. Mezzo-soprano Jan DeGaetani on Dec. 5. The Meliora
Quartet on Dec. 8. Longy Flute Orchestra
on Dec. 10. Longy Early Music Ensembles
on Dec. 13. Violinist Joseph Swenson &
pianist Jeffrey Kahane on Jan. 9 & 12.
Pianist Elise Jackendoff on Jan. 17. Longy
Artists Ensemble on Jan. 19. Thomas Stacy, English horn, on Jan. 23. Longy Early
Music Ensembles on Jan. 30. Contact:
One Follen Street, Cambridge, MA 02138.
Telephone: 876-0956.

MUSEUM OF FINE ARTS"Sequentia" on Oct. 1. Daniel Stepner &
John Gibbons on Oct. 4. Yamaguchi Goro
& Hozumi Goro on Oct. 18. "American
Originals I," songs of Charles Ives, on
Nov. 1. Paul O'Dette, lute, on Nov. 1.
Boston Museum Trio on Dec. 13, Jan. 10,
and Jan. 14. Music of Bach, Teleman, and
Schaffrath on Feb. 4. "American Originals
II," music of Elliot Carter and Charles
Ives, on Feb. I1. New York Consort of Viols and Boston Viol Consort on Feb. 21.
Boston Museum Trio on Mar. 6. John
Gibbons, forte piano, on Mar. 13. "American Originals III," music of Charles Ives,
on Mar. 24. Music of Martin Marais and
others on Apr. 10. T. Viswanathan, flute
and voice, on Apr. 20. John Gibbons,
harpsichord, on May 8. Boston Museum
Trio on May 22. Contact: 465 Huntington
Avenue, Boston, MA 02115. Telephone:
267-9300 ext. 306.

MUSIC FROM MARLBORO
Boccherini String Quartet, Schumann
"Wilhelm Meister," and Beethoven String
Quartet in C, op. 29 on November 12.
Mozart Divertimento in Eb Major,
K. 563, Webern Five Pieces for String
Quartet, and Mendelssohn String Quartet
in Bb, op. 87 on March 18. Haydn String
Quartet, op. 20, Hindesmith String Trio,
and Mozart Quintet in A for Clarinet and
Strings, K. 581 on May 5. Contact: 114
Pleasant Street, Brookline, MA 02146.
Telephone: 734-8742.

PRO ARTE
CHAMBER ORCHESTRA
William Kraft Piano Concerto No. 21 in C
Major, K. 467 & Symphony No. 29 in A
Major, K. 186a and Mozart Symphony
No. 40 in g Minor on Oct. 10. Mahler
"Kindertotenlieder" and Haydn Symphony
_No. 86 in D Major on Oct. 25. Haydn
"The Creation" on Dec. 13. Finzi Cello
Concerto, Dvorak Symphony No. 7 in d
Minor, and Mendelssohn Overture to Midsummer Night's Dream on Jan. 31. Kupferman Clarinet Concerto, Beethoven
Symphony No. I in C Major, Eigar Serenadefor Strings in e Minor, and Mendelssohn "The Hebrides," op. 26 on Feb. 27.
Mozart Concerto No. 25 in C Major,
K. 503, Bach Concertofor three violins in
D Major, BWV 1064, Vivaldi Concerto
for four violins, and Haydn Symphony
No. 59 in A Major on Mar. 13. Beethoven
Piano Concerto No. 5 in E Flat Major,
op. 73, "Emperor," Mozart Overture to
Don Giovanni, K. 427, and Martin Concerto for Seven Winds on Apr. 10. Verdi
"Requiem" on May 1. An evening of opera on May 28. Contact: 104 Charles
Street, Boston, MA 021140 Tel: 661-7067.

SINFONOVA
CHARMBER ORCHESTRA
With duo-pianists Anthony & Joseph Paratore; Bach, Mahler, & Villa-Lobos on
Oct. 31. With flutist Robert Stallman; Respighi, McKinley, & Handel/Aslamazyan
on Nov. 20. With soprano Beverly Morgan; Rossini, Britten, and P'rt on Jan. 29.
With pianist Anthony di Bonaventura;
Rossini, Mozart, Mirzoyan, & Schubert/
Mahler on Mar. 4. With pianist David
Buechner; premieres of symphonic works
by Boston composers on Apr. 1I. With
pianist Avo Kuyumjian; Haydn, Strauss,
Berg, Webern, Schoenberg, & Beethoven
on Apr. 29. Contact: 62 Cummings Park,
Woburn, MA 01801. Telephone: 938-6828.
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ULOWELL CENTER FOR
THE PERFORMING AND
VISUAL ARTS

Norwegian Chamber Orchestra with vi-linist Iona Brown on Oct. 13. Dawn U.
shaw, soprano, on Nov. 12. St. Paw
Chamber Orchestra with pianist Yefi;
Bronfman on Feb. 12. Siegfried Behrenguitar, on Feb. 25. Orion Ensemble c
Mar. 13. Benny Kim, violin, on Mar. 2Jorg Demus, piano, Mar. 27. The CantaSingers, Bach's B Minor Mass on May IContact: ULowell, Room 116, DurgHall, Lowell, MA 01854. Tel: 459-0350.

VIDEMUSS
Beethoven, Clarke, Handelsman,
Brahms on Sep. 25. X-CERPTS from ti
opera Malcolm X by Anthony Davis c
Feb. 12. Chevalier de Saint-Georges ar
William Grant Still on Mar. 25. Contac
8 Howard Street, Cambridge, MA 0213'
Telephone: 868-8957.

WANG CELEBRITY SERIES
The Royal Philarmonie Orchestra c
Oct, 11. Andr6 Watts on Oct. 18. Bostc
Camerata presents "Orfeo" on Oct. 2
24, & 25. Luciano Pavarotti on Oct. 2
Juilliard String Quartet on Nov, 1. Lo:
don Philarmonic Orchestra on Nov. 6. A
Stern-Ma Trio on Nov, 13. Carlos Motoya on Nov. 14, Emerson String Quart
on Nov. 20. Dresden Staatskapelle c
Dec.-2. Rudolf Serkin on Dec. 6. Vienr
Choir Boys on Dec. 16. Kathleen Battle c
Jan. 8. Juilliard String Quartet on Jan. 1
Jean-Pierre Rampal on Jan. 24. T1
Cleveland Orchestra on Jan. 29. Rac
Lupu and Murray Perahia on Feb. 1
Brandenburgh Ensemble on Feb. 21. En
lish Chamber Orchestra on Feb. 2
Chamber Orchestra of Europe on Mar.
Jessye Norman on Mar. 18. Annie Fisch
on Mar. 20. Juilliard Strig Quartet c
Mar. 25. Alicia de Larrocha on Apr.
Brueggen-Bylsma-Leonhardt Trio c
Apr. 9. Tokyo String Quartet with Hiror
Nakamura on Apr. 15. City of Birmin!
ham Symphony Orchestra on Apr. 17.¥
Yo Ma on May 24 and 25. Contact: 2
Tremont Street, Boston, MA 02116. Te;
phone: 482-2595.
WELLESLEY COLLEGE
Ages Ago, chamber opera by Gilbert
Clark, on Oct. 3. William Porter on Fi:
organ on Oct. 4. Wellesley College Chc
on Oct. 18. Lark Quartet on Oct. 2
Wellesley College Choir on Nov. 8. Vioii
ist Nancy Cirillo & pianist Charles Fisk c
Nov. 15. Chamber Music Society c
Nov. 22. Chamber Orchestra on Dec.
Wellesley College Choir on Dec. 6. Welie
ley Collegium on Dec. 11. String Chamb.
Fest on Feb. 7. Ton Koopman on Fisk .
gan on Feb. 19. Women's Works r
Feb. 26. Wellesley College Choir c
Mar. 15. Chamber Music Society c
Mar. 16. Ensemble Abendmusik cMar. 28. Ensemble P.A.N. on Apr.
Chamber Orchestra on Apr. 22. Wellesli
Collegium on Apr. 29. Chamber Mus
Society on May 1. Contact: Wellesley Cc
lege Music Department, Wellesley, M
02181. Telephone: 235-0320 ext. 2028.

ULOWELL CENTER FOR
THE PERFORMING AND
VISUAL ARTS
Modern Jazz Quartet on Nov. 15. Dukof Dixieland on Feb. 19. Contac
ULowell, Room 116, IDurgin Hall, Lowe'
Mk 01854. Telephone: 459-0350.

WELLESLEY COLLEGE
Paul Barringer, piano, Alan Dawsor
drums, & John Lockwood, bass on Oct.
Bougainville on Oct. 29. Orange then Bit
on Feb. 11. Pianist Paul Barringer c
Mar. 3. Contact: Wellesley College Mus
Department, Wellesley, MA 02181. Telphone: 235-0320 ext. 2028.

SCC STRAT'S RAT
Bim Skala Bim & Plate-O)-Shrimp o
Sep. 24. The Ultimate Video Show o
Oct. 1. Big Barn Burning on Oct. 8. Gree
Week on Oct. 15. Fall Weekend c
Oct. 22. Pianosaurus with Pee Wee Impe.
sonator on Oct. 29. Classic Rock Night o
Nov. 5. Murphy's Law on Nov. 12. Hyr
notist on Nov. 14. Jazz Night on Nov. 1'
End of Term Party on Dec. 3.
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WHEELOCK FAMILY
THEATRE

'Ti~F12~\

Compiled by Peter Dunn

·jt·d·gktt$tft$dB11%
WANG CELEBRITY SERIES

LYRIC STAGE THEATRE

The King's Singers on Nov. 22. Jean Redpath and the Boys of the Lough on
Feb. 19. The Chieftains on Mar. 11. The
Canadian Brass on Mar. 13. Richard
Stoltzman and Friends on Mar. 26. Preservation Hall Jazz Band on Mar. 27. Contact: 270 Tremont Street, Boston, MA
02116. Telephone: 482-2595.

The Price by Arthur Miller, Sept. 16Oct. 25. Hay Fever by Noel Coward,
Oct. 18-Nov. 25. A Child's Christmas in
IWales by I)ylan Thomas, Dec. 2-Dec. 23.
What the Butler Saw by Joe Orton,
Jan. 6-Feb. 14. The Bishop's Bonfire by
Sean O'Casey, Feb. 17-Mar. 20. The Common Pursuit by Simon Gray, Mar. 23Apr. 24. How the Other Half Loves by
Alan Ayckbourn, Apr. 24-May 29. Contact: 54 Charles Street. Boston, MA
02114. Telephone: 742-8703.

ALLEY THEATRE
Balm in Gilead by Lanford Wilson,
Sept. 10-Oct. 24. Loot by Joe Orton,
Oct. 29-Dec. 12. The Water Engine by David Mamet, Jan. 14-Feb. 27. Split Second
by Dennis McIntyre, Mar. 3-Apr. 16. The
Miss FirecrackerContest by Beth Henley,
Apr. 21-June 4. Contact: 1253 Cambridge
Street, Cambridge, MA. Tel: 491-8166.

n
In
3,
5.

AMERICAN REPERTORY
THEATRE

1-

Gillette by William Hauptman, Nov. 27Jan. 22. Right You Are (If You Think You
Are by Luigi Pirandello, Dec. l1-Jan. 31.
Quartet by Heiner Miiller, Feb. 5-Mar. 6.
The Fall of the House of Usher based on
the story by Edgar Allan Poe, May 13July 10. 'Tis Pity She's a Whore by John
Ford, May 27-July 17. Contact: Loeb Drama Center, 64 Brattle Street, Cambridge,
MA 02138. Telephone: 547-8300.
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HUNTINGTON THEATRE
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Who's Afraid of Virginia Woolf? by EdDANCE UMBRELLA
ward Albee, Sept. 29-Oct. 25. Phobias:
Sankai
Juku on Oct. 9. Steve Krieckhaus
The Musical by NETworks, Nov. 3on
Oct.
23 & 24. Twyla Tharp on Nov. 20,
Nov. 22. A Christmas Charol by Charles
21,
&
22.
Jo Ha Kyu on Dec. 4, 5, & 6.
Dickens, Dec. I-Dec. 23. The Importance
National
Dance
Company of Senegal on
of Being Earnest by Oscar Wilde, Feb. 2Feb; 28. Entertaining Mr. Sloane by Joe Dec. 8 & 9. Nancy Compton Dance TheOrton, Apr. 5-Mav 1. Steaming by Nell ater on Dec. 11, 12, & 13. Fiona Marcotty
Dunn, May 31-June 26. Contact: 539 Tre- & Stephen Pelton on Dec. 18, 192 & 20.
mont Street, Boston, MA 02116. Tele- Contact: 15 Sellers Street, Cambridge,
MA 02139. Telephone: 492-7578.
phone: 482-6316.

NEW REPERTORY
THEATRE
Absent Friends by Alan Ayckbourn,
Oct. 23-Nov. 22. Hard Times by Charles
Dickens, Jan. 8-Feb. 7. A View from the
Bridge by Arthur Miller, Feb. 26-Mar. 27.
Talley's Folly by Lanford Wilson, Apr. 22May 22. Contact: 61 Washington Park,
Newton, MA 02160. Telephone: 332-1646.
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BOSTON BALLET
Giselle Oct. 1-Oct. 11. The Nutcracker
Dec. 3-Jan. 3. Boston International Choreography Competition Feb. 10-Feb. 14.
The Scandinavians Mar. 9-Mar. 13. Balanchine Festival Apr. 6-Apr. 10. A Midsummer Night's Dream May 12-May 22. Contact: 553 Tremont Street, Boston, MA
02116. Telephone: 542-1323.

ULOWELL CENTER FOR
THE PERFORMING AND
VISUAL ARTS
Ramon de los Reyes Spanish Dance Theatre on Oct. 30. The Nutcracker- Act II
on Dec. 13. Garth Fagan's Bucket Dance
Theatre on Jan. 31. Finnish National Ballet La Fille Mal Gardee on Mar. 29. Contact: ULowell, Room 116, Durgin Hall,
Lowell, MA 01854. Telephone: 459-0350.

BOSTON UNIVERSITY
ART GALLERY
The First America: Selections from the
Nancy Sayles Day Collection of Latin
American Art Sept; II-Oct. 25. Illusion in
Art: Perception/DescriptionI/Deception
Oct. 30-Dec. 13. The Boom and the Bust:
Graphic Visions of American Life During
the 1920s and 1930s Jan. 15-Feb. 21. Jack
Kramer: A Retrospective Feb. 26-Apr. 3.
Contact: 855 Commonwealth Avenue,
Boston. Tel: 353-3329.

FEDERAL RESERVE
BANK OF BOSTON
Fort Points Art Community, Inc. Juried
Members Exhibition, Sept. 14-Oct. 23.
Art Institute of Boston 75th Anniversary
Photography Faculty Exhibition, Nov. 16Dec.. 31. Copley Society of Boston,
Jan. 21-Feb. 24. FiberConnections: Works
by Boston Seven and the Conseil des Arts
Textiles du Quebec, Mar. 11-Apr. 22. New
England Watercolor Society, May 10June 24. Contact: 600 Atlantic Avenue,
Boston. Telephone: 973-3454 or 973-3368.

MUSEUM OF FINE ARTS
Terry Winters: Paintings and Drawings
Sep. 26 through Nov. 29. Charles Sheeler:
Paintings, Drawings, PhotographsOct. 14
through Jan. 3. Gauguin and his Circle in
Brittany: The Prints of the Pont Aven
School Oct. 17 through Dec. 13. Andrew
Wyeth: The Helga Pictures Oct. 28
through Jan. 3.

Remembrance by Graham Reid, Sept. 26ULOWELL CENTER FOR
Oct. 18. The Winter's Tale by William
MnUSEUM OF FINE ARS
WANG CELEBRITY SERIES
THE PERFORMING AND
Shakespeare, Nov. 28-Dec. 20. The Piano
Tavernier: A Passion for CineHangzhou
on
Bertrand
Chinese Children's Palace of
BVISUAPL B~ARTS
Lesson by August Wilson, Jan. 9-Jan. 31.
[
T _8,
Ema,ayla za 6n Dn
no
'
Ad
Nov.
d *
Fridays
Sept. 25-Oct. 23. Japan and
Sophisticated Ladies on Oct. 4. Charlot2. 8
nmecha
on o.
rld War I: Now and Then, Fridays
Saturday, Sunday, Monday by Eduardo de
& 22. Mummenschanz on Mar.
Vision: Six
Filippo, Mar. 5-Mar. 27. Animal Crackers te's Web on Nov. I. The Guthrie Theatre 21,
through 20. Alvin Ailey American
Dance Oc.3De 18.
1 A
A Wooan's
om
on Feb. 27. Puppet Projects Theater on May 3 through
Contact:
8. 270 by MWrta MWszdros, Thursdays Dec. 3by George S. Kaufman and Morrie Rys- Frankenstein
Circus
'
F ~ ~ ~~~~Thanatiqe on
May 1Boston,
hog MA. Contact:
7
.Street,
02116. Tele-Dec.
17. Contact: 465 Huntington Avenue,
kind, May 21-June 12. Contact: 264 Hun- Circuss`antastiquoe on May I. Contact: Tremont
Tremont Street, Boston, MA 02116. Tel~etington Avenue, Boston, MA 02115. Telephone: 482-2595.
482-2595.
UMowell,
116, Durgin
Hall, Lowell, phone:
Boston,
MA 01854.Room
Telephone:
459-0350.
ext. 306. MA 02115. Telephone: 267-9300
phone: 266-3913.

Lo

3-

NEW EHRLICH THEATRE

Oliver, based on Dickens' first novel,
Oct. 30-Nov. 22. Mr. Popper's Penguins
Feb. 5-Feb. 28. On Golden Pond Apr. 15May 8. Contact: 200 The Riverway, Boston, MA 02215. Telephone: 734-5203.
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21.60 PROBLEM SET?
We have the solution..!
The Tech Performing Arts Series presents...

MOZART AND THE CASTRATO
Male Soprano to perform in costumes from Amadeus
At Mozart's time, castratos could make big money, and ambitious mothers would take the knife to their sons
at a tender age.
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Paui-Etiesnne Texel did not have such a mother; he does, however, have Dutch, French, Native American, Indian,
and Chinese blood in his veins, a woman's larynx and vocal cords, and no Adam's apple.

-I

His pure soprano voice has been widely praised, and we've acquired a block of discount tickets to enable you
to hear him sing works by Mozart, Handel, Vivaldi, and others, while garbed in costumes from the movie Amadeus.
E John Adams will conduct the Boston Premiere Ensemble, which will accompany Texel's American debut
in Jordan Hall on September 26 at 8pm. This is going to be an unusual event. Don't miss it! MIT price: $6.00
Tickets are on sale at the Technology Community Association, W20450 in the Student Center.

OCfice hours posted on the door; call x34885 forfurther information.
The Tech PerformingArts Series is a service for the entire MIT community from The Tech, MIT's student
newspaper, in conjunction with the Technology Community Association,
MIT's student community service organization.
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The TI-60 fhnctions include
hexadecimal/htalconversions,
integrationusing Simpson's rule,
statistics (including linearregression), trend line analysis and
metric to English conversions.
You canprogram 84 steps.

The TI-65 has all the
TI-60 functions, plus a
stopwatch/timerfor lab work,
eight physical constants for use
in thermodynamicsand
well asDecision
. physics as
Programmingcapabilities.
Youcanprogram 100 steps.

"

TI advanced scientifics have
all the right engineering and
science functions to help you
function better in school.
When we set out to make our most
advanced scientific calculators, we
gave a lot of thought to what your

science, math and engineering
problems are. Then we designed our
calculators around them. The result:
the TI-60 and the new TI-65 are
both packed with built-in functions.
Plus, there are programming steps to
speed you through repetitive calculations. But even though both can

handle the hardest problems, they're
easy to use. Large, color-coded keys

calculators from the folks who've given

their brains to science. The Advanced
Scientifics from Texas Instruments.

and simple keyboard layouts mean
you spend less time figuring out the
calculator and more time figuring
out your problems.

So if you're the kind of student who's
got science on the brain, get the

INSTRULMENTS

01987 TI.
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Mc~elens Sh7akespeare showcase

i) ~

N

_(Continued from page 10)

deaths I have ever seen), and popping in

hollow-sounding.
The scene from Hamlet is equally fine
(though it is not the famous soliloquy,
which he feels we have heard quite enough). We see the Prince, brooding, growing uneasily into his mantle of royalty,
rather as he might once have been played
by a young Jacobi. In the sarrie scene, he
transforms
a into doddering Polonius,

and out of character in the blink of an
eye. He pops not only from Hal to Falstaff
and back, but also into and out of his own
character. At one point, telling the story of
his arrival at Cambridge, he injects an entire speech ("Once more unto the
breach. . .") into the middle of a sentence,
then jumps back into the same sentence
without even stopping for applause. The

greeting the players with frank disapproval

and resigned disinterest, and then again
into the first player, whose evident theatricality does not inhibit his performance.
turns the same trick in anscene, playing both Falstaff and

.....
-~

'

X~ .McKellan

:."

,

>'<)?

'~ii

other

Ail

-~ .rotund
/ '-6 Y
1,1 >
- ,,.;lweight
%~......
i~ ;~"~£~
a'.

lan McKellen

.

jiscommanding

scene is played, comically, as McKellan

himself would have done it as a wet-behind-the-ears undergraduate in 1958; but
also with some of King Henry's majesty
showing through.
And if it seems astonishing that one per-

Prince Hal, in a scene in which each of

son in baggy trousers can do all this, in-

them play Hal's father, the king. As the
Falstaff, McKellan suddenly seems
out
his oversized suit implausibly, a
to fill
figure by dint of his fictive
and very real, grumbling bear of a
voice.
He also plays Romeo and Juliet (executing as Romeo one of the more plausible

struct, amuse and entertain and all at
once, he also continually puts it all in perspective for us, giving his views on the nature of acting and of actors. "Shakespeare
wants to convey to you the utter meaninglessness of life," he finally explains about
Macbeth, "so he compares it to the theatre."

Dirty meepdles ......... 1

SCC Open Meet ing

..........
.............................
Worn or damaged
phono
cartridges cause no end of
problems for your records.
O Audio has the Answer.
Bring us this advertisement and
get a $20.00 Discount on a new
Grado XCE+I reg. $52.

I

.di
i
j
II
I

\/lWhen: Sunday 9/27 7:00 p.m.
SCC Office, 5th floor

. MWhere:

Bring in your old cartridge or
needle and receive an additional
$5.00 off.
$32
Your not .......
Your net net .. $27
Hurry - this is a limited time offer
and your records can not wait!

student center
_

547-2727

the group that brings yo
Pubs, Concerts, Comedians,
Pinball Room, Coffeehouse, and

95 Vas aSt.

Corner of Mass Ave. at MIT

I
I

more.

E stablish1t88i -- lI

|CONTINU"O"9SIEWSSERVICE
ToP THE MIT COMMUNI

C.

||

All Welcome

11

Food and Drink to
brYs
~~be

servedI

I

I

readthese
i

aloAal.
You probab! have
Qe8t .

!

L. Change in bowel or
bladder habits.

l'

2.Asore that doesnot

heal.

&.

Unusual bleedingor
discharge.

4,.

Thickening or lump

in breast or elsewhere.
R, Indigestion or difficultyin swallowing.
16, Obvious change in
wart or mole.

7. Nagg"ig cough or
hoarseness.
B. A fear of cancer that
can prevent you from
detecting cancer at an
earlystage. A stage when
it is highly curable.
Everyone's afraid of
cancer, but don't let it
scare you to death.

American Cancer Society

THISSWc COIBUTED ASA PUBLIC
SERVICe

11

I
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notices
Ongoing
A Divorce Support Group led

by Marcia UJllian Jackson,
LICSW, will begin on Sept. 16,
1987 at Riverside Family Institute, 259 Walnut Street, Newtonville. The group will meet on
Wednesday evenings for ten
weeks in Room 14 from 7:30 to 9
pm and is designed to help people overcome the social and emotional impact of separation and
divorce. Call 964-6933 for more
information. A fee will be
charged.
*

*

*

t

CALL, a toll-free telephone
service, is available throughout
Massachusetts and provides free
information about colleges, graduate schools, financial aid
sources, and career opportunities. CALL counselors can also
refer callers to other sources such
as schools, training programs or
other education-related agencies
available in specific areas. CALL
operates Monday through Thursday, 9 am to 9 pm; Friday and
Saturday 9 am to 5 pm; and Sunday 2 pm to 6 pm at i-800-4421171. Counselors are also available on a walk-in vasis at the
Higher Education Information
Center located at the Boston
Public Library, 666 Boylston
Street, next to the Copley Plaza.
*

*
t*

Do you have questions about
Distrbution subjects and fields,
Concentration requirements or
procedures. what are HASS Elective subjects? Come to the Humanities, Arts, and Social Sciences Office, 14N-409 for help
with anything to do with the
HASS Requirement. We are open
9-5. Stop by or call us at x3-4441.
The Foreign and Domestic
Teachers Organization needs
teacher applicants in all fields
from kindergarten through college to fill over six hundred teaching vacancies both at home and
abroad. Should you wish additional information about our organization, you may write The
National Teacher's Placement
Agency, Universal Teachers, Box
5231, Portland, Oregon 97208.
The Off-Campus Housing Service welcomes any member of the
community who either has available housing or who is searching
for housing to contact our office
in Room E18-301, ext. 3-1493.

-

The professional tutor staff of
the MIT Writing and Communication Center (14N-317) will be
glad to consult with you on any
writing or oral presentation project (papers, theses, letters, etc.)
from 10-6 Monday thru Friday.
You may either phone for an appointment (x3-3090) or just drop
in. In addition, workshops for
those for whom English is a second language are held in the Center on Wednesdays from 6:157:15. All services are free.

-Bdvet~ankAW
Jo

The Samaritans - someone to
talk to and befriend you, are are
on call 24 hours a day, 7 days a
week. The center, at 500 Commonwealth Avenue, Kenmore
Square, is open from 8-8 every
day for people to come in and
talk. Service is free and completely confidential. Call 2470220.

tion and resource management.
Volunteers this winter and spring
will serve in such areas as: the
Virgin Islands, San Francisco,
Flordia, Arizona, Idaho, and Hawaii. Telephone the SCA at (603)
826-5206/5741 or send a postcard
to: Student Conservation Association, PO Box 550C, Charlestown, NH 03603.

The following students do not
have to file statements: women,
underage students and those who
have completed the statement in
previous years.
-MIT requires male students
who have completed the statement by indicating they are bun:
derage" to submit the statement
annually until they have registered.

Today, more than one million
men and women are demonstrating by their personal example
that alcoholism is an illness that
can be arrested. If you have an
alcohol related problem please
get in touch with the Alcoholics
Anonymous group nearest you with complete assurance that
your anonymity will be protected. Call 426-9444 or write: Alcoholics Anonymous, Box 459,
Grand Central Station, NY
10163. You will receive free information in a plain envelope.

Counseling and HTLV-II1
blood screening services are available for individuals concerned
about-exposure to the virus associated with AIDS. For more information about this free confidential serice sponsored by the
Department of Public Health and
Counseling Services, call 5224090. Weekdays 9 am to 5 pm.
Outside Boston call collect. For
more information call James Varnum at 542-5188, Monday
through Friday, 10 am to 4 pm.

Teach an adult to read - If
Explorer Dr. Barry Barker of
the National Institute for Explo- you have two hours a week to
ration is organizing a series of ex- spare, you can help one of Bospeditions during 1987 in an at- ton's 100,000 illiterate adults to
tempt to discover the hidden read. The Adult Literacy Reanswers of mysterious and source Institute is offering free
strange happenings in Peru. The tutor training. No prior experresults of these expeditions will ience is required - just a high
be a full color book representing school diploma and a desire to
the best journalistic and photo- help. Contact Beth Sauerhaft,
graphic efforts of more than 100 Volunteer Tutor Coordinator at
individuals. For further details, 232-4695 or 734-1960 ext. 112 for
call or write Dr. Barry W. Barker, more details.
Director, National Institute for
Exploration, 111 N. Market St.,
Do you have something to ofChampaign, Il., 61820, 217-352- fer the public school students of
3667.
Boston? Nearly all college students do, and many are now
The Science and Humanities sharing their talents as S*T*A*R
Libraries (Hayden Building Li- volunteers. School volunteers
braries) are now open from noon also offers internships in PublicSunday to 8 pm Friday - 24 ity/Marketinag, Community Organizing and Recruitment. For
hours a day - and from 8 am to
8 pm on Saturday. From mid- more information, call 451-615.
night to 8 am access to the librar- or visit the School Volunteers Ofies is limited to members of the fice at 25 West St., between the
MIT community Circulation and Park St. and Washington stops
reference services are not avail- on the MBTA.
able during restricted hours.
The "Statement of Registration
The M[IT Museum has many Status" is still required of all
ongoing exhibits. The Museum is male students who are expected
to register for the draft, if they
located at 265 Massachusetts
desire to receive federal financial
Ave., and is open Monday
through Friday, 9-5, Saturday 10- aid.
4. Admission is free.

-

-----

Parenting is a tough job. If
you need help surviving the parenting experience, the Family
Support Network and Parents
Anonymous are co-sponsoring a
support group for isolated or
overwhelmed parents. Every
Tuesday night from 6 pm to 8 pm
at Roxbury Children's Service, 22
Elm Hill Ave., Dorchester.
The Family Support Network
is also sponsoring a support
group for teen parents, every
Thursday night from 6 pm to 8
pm at Roxbury Children's Ser-

The Peace Corps is offering
skill-training for programs utilizing the backgrounds of college
graduates with mathematics and
science minors. Peace Corps volunteers serve for two years. During their service they receive a
generous living allowance, paid
travel, training and health care.
A post-service readjustment
allowance of $175 per month is
paid to each volunteer. For information on Peace Corps senrice,
call 223-7366, or write PEACE
CORPS, 150 Causeway St.,
Room 1304, Boston, MA 02114.
Volunteering in the Boston or
Cambridge public schools offers
an opportunity to learn about urban education and multi-cultural
environments. Volunteers work
with elementary, middle or high
school students during or after
the school day, for long or shortterm assignments.
A new Pentagon Audit Project
provides detailed listings of military contracts awarded to local
companies and colleges across
the United States. The system
can help requesters determine
what weapons systems are made
or based in their area, or find out
whether companies in which they
own stock are doing military-related work. For more information contact Paul Brink at (215)
Z41-7060.
I
a
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Getting High? or Getting Desperate? If drugs are becoming a
problem, call or write: Narcotics
Anonymous, 264 Meredian St.,
East Boston 02128, (617) 5690021. LLocal meetings held at the
MIT Medical Department, E23364, on Mondays from 1-2 pm.
The Cambridge Dispute Settlement Center has announced that
it is making its service of mediating disputes available to roommates in the Cambridge area.
Those interested in using CDSC's
service to resolve a roommate
dispute or any other dispute
should contact the mediation
center at 876-5376.

I

I
I
I
I
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The Student Conservation Association (SCA) is providing opportunities for about 150 students to obtain expense-paid
volunteer positions in conserva-

- --

B~AD

Secretary/
Administrative Assistant
We have a great opportunity in a newly created department which is devoted to unique credit and investment
services. The selected candidate will assist the Banking
Officers working on special projects and routine assignments; occasional typing and other administrative duties
as required. If you are a bright, intelligent professional
with strong business sense and a secletarial or business
background, this position offers high visibility and the
opportunity to be a key member of a dynamic team. Stlong
communications and typing skills (50 wpm) requiled; some
banking experience a plus.
We offer a highly competitive compensation and benefits
package including tuition reimbursement.
To arrange for an interview, please call 661-7155.
BayBank Harvard, P.O. Box 300, Cambridge, MA
02139.
An Affiriwamtivv SAtion EmlplO(Weri:

BAtr0anakHarvard &Ust
ITJAST KEEPS GErr7NG MER.r"
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Fund .drive aims for $5E50 nillion
--
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(ccontinuea jrom page 1)

report.
In the past 25 years, MIT has
grown as a result of externally
funded sponsore~d research programs, Culliton stated in the financial report. Currently,' MIT
relies on sponsored research for
over two-thirds of operating revenues, he claimed. But Culliton
warned that MIT cannot 'look to
growth in research efforts or ilncome frorn rising tuition as realistic options" in financial resources.
Rather, a significant increase in
MIT's endowment - the primary
goal of the upcoming campaign
- would "provide the income
for the benefit of future generations of MIT students and faculty," and is "necessary to assure
the future income to maintain
educational leadership in a rapidly changing technological socie-

EECS

raoise

_

i

--

ty," Culliton stated.
But he also said that, among
those major universities with
which MIT compares, the Institute's endowment is the smallest in
relation to operating expenses "in part because we have had relatively fewer decades to build our
endowment."
According to statistics in the
May 20, 1987, issue of The
Chronicle of Higher Education,
as of June 30, 1986, MIT had the
eighth largest enrdowment
($971,346,000), lagging behind
Harvard ($3.4 billion), The University of Texas ($2.5 billion),
Princeton ($1.9 billion), Yale
($1.7 billion), Stanford ($1.4 billion), Columbia ($1.3 billion) and
Texas A&M ($l.1 billion).
Moreover, in 1985, MIT
ranked 22nd among schools in
the ratio of endowment dollars
per student, according to statis-

s stipends

for doctoral students

ship or possibly increasing the
number of TAs to take up the
slack.
The EECS faculty have this
year to negotiate with companies
to increase the research contracts. None of the faculty have
made complaints yet about negotiating, Smith said.

(Continued from page 1)
dents Frank Perkins '55.
The School's guidelines this
year suggest RA base stipends of
$870/month for students who
have not received their SM degree
and $960/month for those who
have. But the EECS department
currently pays all of its graduate
students at the lower rate.
"Most departments increase
the pay scale because people
working on their doctorates have
more expenience," Perkins commented. "They are recognized for
being able to make input that
new graduate students can't

j-----~~~.

+

.-

"Preparingforthe
Recruiting Seasons
What to Expect in an Interview"

quests to cover a $3.2 million
deficit in the operating budget
and could not add those funds to
the endowment, according to the
report.
In the past four years, MIT's
operating budget resulted in
small surpluses, ranging from $.8
million to $1.5 million, the report
states. MIT also encountered
budget deficits in 1982 and 1983,
drawing on endowment income
to meet a "significant increase in
the need for unrestricted funds
for undergraduate financial aid,
and in order to fund a plan-Ted
program of renovations and upgrading of existing academzic and
research facilities," according to
Culliton.
-

.m

CAREER SEMINAR

tics from the National Association of College and University
Business Officers.
Much of the unrestricted funds
that would ordinarily be added to
the endowment are instead used
up for operations. IMIT's operating revenues and funds - including tuition, research revenues, investment income and restricted
gifts - have not been sufficient
to cover all of its operating expenses. Unrestricted funds have
had to be used to pay for the
shortfall, according to the financial report.
For example, in 1987, MIT
used part of its $4.3 million in
unrestricted -gifts, grants and be-

--

-

---

--

ROBERT K. WJEATHERALL
Director, Office of Career Services

Tuesday
September 29
1987

4:00 p·m.

Roost 4-270

Sponsored by the Office of Career Services
-
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a company that has made over 50 strategic
acquisitions valued at $1 .8 billion in the last

The EECS department is considenrng raising TA stipends to
keep them higher than the RA
rates, Smith added. Again, EECS
does not adhere to differential
compensation as do the other engineering departments. In other
departments, SM students receive
$910/month while doctoral students earn $995/month. All TAs
in the EECS department are currently paid at the lower rate.
The department has not decided whether to adopt the differential compensation scheme for
TAs. "It depends on how much
money the department can find
for the compensation," Smith
said. "We want to make the TAships as attractive as the RAships after the pay raise."
Smith also noted that the department is raising its stipends to
keep competitive with other
schools. 'We try to keep the rates
near everyone else so that we
don't lose students on the basis
of pay," Perkins commented.
"We also tell .the departments
that they can raise the rates up to
10 percent of the base rate if they
feel they need to."
Smith is not worried about the
currently quality of MIT's graduate students, but he does not
want to have students choosing
other schools because they cannot afford MIT's fees.
Currently all or almost all of
the graduate students in EECS either have a fellowship or an assistantship, according to Smith. If
the faculty does not raise the additional money, there might be
fewer PAs than there are now, he
warned. The department plans on
helping students obtain a fellow_

three years is your idea of a company with
financial expertise...
T

If
a company whose market Value has increased
fourfold over the last five years is your
idea of a company with financial strength...

If
a company that is the
world's largest marketer of
business information, publishing, and marketing services is
your idea of a company you
would like to join...
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5:30 PM
Mlain Dining Room
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MIT removes asbestos from Student Center during renovation
removal at renovation sites are
done by Boston-area contractors.
Describing the removal process, Cunkelman said the amount
of removal for each building depends on the location of asbestos, its potential to become disrupted in the future and, most
importantly, the condition of the
material. The section of the
building to be handled is secured
from the public for safety. Workers wear overalls and respirators
and wet the asbestos in order to
minimize the fiber migration in
the air, using a glove bag in an
effort to completely encapsulate
the asbestos.
The removal process is expensive. The removal job at the Student Center alone costed about
$140,000, according to Cunkelman. Future removal projects will
also be driven by renovation.

(Continued from page 2)
continued. One form is a spray
applied to steel structures to enhance their fire resistivity. The
other is a solid sheet of thermal
insulation used around various
structures such as pipes, boilers,
ducts, tanks, valves, and fittings.
The spray, generally more hazardous than the insulation, is not
very common on campus, Cunkelman added.
Removals done at MIT are usually of small scale, according to
Bonnie Weeks, Industrial Hygienist at EMS. When a pipe leaks or
a valve breaks, for example,
EMS is contacted to assess the
situation. If the place is uncovered, removal is ordered to take
place. Physical Plant workers
carry out small scale projects. On
the other hand, Ducatman said,
large scale projects such as the

Program lowers selfhelp for needy students

level and that of its competing
schools. But this year's $4900
self-help expectation is still approximately $1000 more than
Harvard, Yale and Princeton selfhelp levels. Stanford University's
level is $450 lower than MIT's
this year.
The program will be publicized
to high school seniors this year.
But the program is still in an experimental stage because MIT
may adjust the amount of the
grants and the number of recipients in coming years.

to discourage academically able
students from applying purely
for economically disadvantaged
backgrounds.
Currently 54 percent of MIT
undergraduates receive grants,
according to Gallagher. This figure has remained the same for a
number of years.
"MIT is acknowledged to have
one of the highest self-help levels," Gallagher admitted. He
pointed out, though, the current
level of self-help has not increased for the past three years
despite the yearly rise in tuition.
For those students who receive a
grant under this program, the
self-help level is comparable "to
equally competitive institutions,"
Gallagher said.
The freeze on the self-help level has helped to narrow the difference between MIT's self-help
--

--

Sarath Krishnaswamy

The asbestos removal area in the basement of the Student Center.

Give a hoot.
Don't pollute.
Forest Service, U.S.D.A.
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9' x 12'Z Rugs

Starting at $79.95
Top Quality Remnants and Room-Size
Rugs at Low, Low Prices
Wide Selection · Convenient Location
Cambridge Rug Co.
1157 Cambridge St. c.m._idg.ICam
Inman Square Area __
St!,
,, Bus . route
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Contact Lienses

The National Security Agency is
looking. We're in search of new professional relationships with both Mr.
and Ms. Right. What we offer in return
is a unique caeer that may well be the
answer to your personal desires.
What we offer is certainly different. At
NSA, our threefold mission is critical to
our country's security. We process foreign
intelligence information. We safeguard
our government's communications. And
we secure our nation's computer systems.
A mission of that proportion requres a
diverse range of leading technology and
talented professionals.
Currently, BNSA is searchin for Mathsmaticians, Computer Scientists, Language

Eye Exams

Designer Frames

',D
I

~r

205 Harvard Avenue

, 1.
~~ Alton, MA 02134

~/1 i
.....

'"at

On the MBTA Green Line
Commonwealth Ave.

Specialists and Electronic Engineers.

Our Mtlmaian
s work with applied
and pure math. They apply-and createa host of advanced concepts from Galois
theory and combinatorics to probability
theory and astrodynamics.
Computer $cientlsU discover a variety
of projects and technology that isirtually unparalleled. We use liter&ly acres
of computers, including hardware from
every major manufacturer. Applications
include everything fom communciations
software to artificial intelligence.
1saa 8 ]pychlhts Pin 81avic, Noear
East, and Asi lan guages ontribute to
our mission in many ways. NSA linguists

2320222
Eve. & Sat. Hours
r4^STUDENT

$20 """'"'s~~ae~~r~
on contact lens fitting and service policy
or glasses with exam. (Mith this ad)
RWONISA

tackle the challenges of translation,
transcription and analysis. They use both
their language sklls and their knowledge
of world events.
atronic
, also find a vast
array of specialties from Signal Processing
and CAD/ CAM to Speech Procsing and
Computer Scurityr.

The mision isvital the vai.ey

sta

And the benefits are also ipru-p
YUessly.
Our
employees enjoy competitive compensation plus the many advantages of the
Baltmore-Washington area.
If you're in search of a meaningful
career with variety and distinction, look
to NSA. Schedule an interview through
your College Placement Officee. Or write to
us at the address below.
NSA will

bc on campus Ocl. 15

i n terviewing grad

at i ng seniors

for lnfiincerilg, (Computer Science
and Matlh

positions.

l~atlonil Security Agency
Attn: M322 (ABE)
Ft.Meade, MM 20785-6000
NSA. The opportuniresae noteca,.
An equal opportunity employer.
U.8. citzenshrp required for applicant and
immediate family member.
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BEridge to be reconstructed 1 . . a
Harvard
1
lub latlino lVlll Proudly Presents the Film
.

I

classified
advertising
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.....(Continued from page 1)
Currently, traffic has been
forced to the two lanes on the
bridge's East side. The DPW
plans to rebuild half the bridge at
a time, enabling them to keep the
bridge open to traffic.
"We recognize that the bridge
has to be open," Pickard affirmed. To allay the concerns of
commuters that use the bridge,
the DPW has opted to keep the
bridge open during construction
"in a condition that will allow
partial traffic flow."
Still, progress has been slow on
the reconstruction. Pickard explained that bids would probably
be given out this fall and that
some construction could be done
on the bridge in the winter.
Captain Albert Swanson, historian at the Metropolitan District Commision, admitted, "It's
been difficult to acquire the finance to rebuild it."
"Just because there has been
little activity doesn't mean we're
not working," Pickard said.
"We're working as hard as we
can."
He emphasized that last year's
renovation project to stabilize the
bridge has made it safe to sustain
traffic and buses and that pedestrians and commuters should not
be concerned about the bridge's
safety.
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THE MLSIC AND DANCING ARE SPLENDID."
- VINCENT CANBY, NEW YORK TIMES

OF SONG, DANCE
'AN EBULLENT MELANGG E
AND DRAMA."
- JUDY STONE, S.F CHRONICLE
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Alice P. Lei/The Tech

its stop-gap renovation of the Harvard Bridge complete, the
Massachusetts Department of Public Works plans to rebuild
the bridge in a two-year project.
I
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Classified Advertising in The Tach:
$5.00 per insertion for each 35
words or less. Must be prepaid,
with complete name, address, and
phone number. The Tech, W20483; or PO Box 29, MIT Branch,
Cambridge, MA 02139.
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Typewriter Repair, all models. Free
pick-up and delivery. Fast, expert,
guaranteed work. Free estimates.
Call 566-5862.

Date:
September 30, 1987
Time:
7:00 & 9:30 p.m.
MIT 26-100
Room:
Admission: $1.00 for Club Members
$1.50 for Non Members

n~~~~~

HIRINGI Federal government jobs in
your area and overseas. Many immediate openings without waiting
list or test. $15,000-68,000.
Phone call refundable. (602) 8388885. Ext. 4058.
Sexually transmitted disease: Confidential testing and treatment of
STD's and AIDS. Also general
medical care, sports medicine, birth
control, etc. Private office. Robert
Taylor, M.D., 1755 Beacon St.,
Brookline 232-1459.
I

Earn your worth. Business, communication, and postal service center
seeks entrepreneurs to establish
and maintain business accounts in
Back Bay area. Hourly plus commission. Apply in person only: Mail
Boxes Etc., 304 Newbury St., Boston.

I

CRUISE SHIPS - NOW HIRING. M/
F Summer and Career opportunities
(will train). Excellent pay plus world
travel. Hawaii, Bahamas, Caribbean, etc. CALL NOW 206-7360775. Ext. C349.
PART-TIME JOB. Publishing company in Cambridge seeks word processor to input tables for science
book. Requirements: 60 wpm, familiarity with IBM-XT, MS/DOS,
Word Perfect 4.1. Flexible hours 10-15/wk. Rates negotiable. 4915100.

We'll be on campus

hinResearch at Boston
Particpat
Institute for Psychotherapies. 520
Commonwealth Avenue Boston,
Massachusetts. Paid $10.00 Psychology doctoral study. Takes 50
minutes. Paid $ 10.00 and transportation. Watch film. Complete questionnaire. Call Jeanne Gavrin, 2671561.

October 5 & 6, 1987
Qualified college students are invited to meet with us and explore the career
opportunities.. .the innovative technology... the industry leadership that is
Motorola's Semiconductor Products Sector.
On-campus interviews will be held for ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
MAJORS.
We will also accept resumes for MECHANICAL ENGINEERING,
COMPUTER SCIENCE, MANUFACTURING ENGINEERING and
CHEMICAL ENGINEERING positions.
For more information, stop by your College Placement Office or write to
Manager, College Recruiting at the appropriate address below.

Bernard Shawea Nobel Prize (St
Joan) Oscar Winner (Pygmalion)
left plans to synthesize voices with
dramatic dynamics from hand held
stylus. Needed: Hardware to fit. For
software call Walter, Universal Alfabet Expert. 492-7569

-1BifV

Arizona Opportunities

Motorola's Semiconductor Products Sector
725 South Madison
Tempe, AZ 85281i
(602) 994-6394

I

Texas Opportunities

Motorola's Semiconductor Products Sector
1112 W. Ben White Blvd., Suite 200
Austin, TX 78704
(800) 531-5183

An Equal Opportunity/Affirmative Action Employer
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